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IN'IRODU CTI ON 

This work "ASpects of Agricultural Developmentin Manipur;197( 

71 to 1984-85• is an attempt to understand the problems of 

Manipur agriculture with a view to suggesting some policies 

for its future agricultural development. The fact is that 

very little work has been done on any aspect of the Manipur 

economy which has remained neglected over the years. This 
\ 

part of India, (and the North Eastern Region as a whole) 

has been neglected for a long time not only by economists 

but also by statisticians and to a lesser degree by socio-logists 

as well. This has inevitably led to the lack of an informed 

and coherent overview: of the development performance and 

prospects of the area. This leads to serious constraints 

on the formalation of appropriate polic~and programmesfor 

planning for the development of the region. A great deal 

of work has yet to be done. This study is an attempt to 

focus attention on the changes taking place within the 

agricultural sector and also to get an intimate picture of 

agricultural development in Manipur. 

The study focusses mainly on the time period from 

1970-71 to 1984-85. The reference period of the study was 

chosen on the basis of t\vO important considerations. Firstly, 

there has been a paucitY of data on important state level 

economic indicators, for earlier years. Secondly, the year 
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1971-7 2 was an important landmark in the administrative 

set up of Manipur. Manipur attained statehood in 1972. 

From that year onward the state government got greater 

administrative autonomy which facilitated the making of 

appropriate policies and programmes for overall development. 

Thus, the study is also an attempt to assess the state's 

economic progress especially in the agricultural sector, 

since the attainment of statehood. 

Structurally, Manipur is one of the least developed 

states of India. 1 Since the introduction of planning in 

India in 1951-52, till today, the state has been virtually 

left untouched so far as industrialisation goes. The main 

reasons are generally believed tc be lack of necessary 

infrastructure auch as roads, railways; ether communications, 

power, skilled manpOWE:r and so on. Besides this, the remote-

ness of the state frcm the markets and sources of non-

agricultural raw matE"-ri als in the rest of the country, 
has 

worsens the problem. Thus Manipur~remained backward with 

a predominc.ntlyagricultural economy. In view of the virtual 

absence of industry of any kind and the predominance of 

agriculture as reflected in .. its high share in the state's 

1. The share of primary sector in State domestic product 
is about 45 per cent in 1984-85. About 74 per cent 
of the total population live in rural area and At;iri
cultural sector gives employment to about 70 per cent 
of total work force according to 1981 census. 
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domestic product, the agricultural sector merits close exa-

mination. It would appear that any strategy for the state 

should begin with development of the agricultural sectcc. 

The primitiveness of current cultivation practices has to 

be tr ansf.Jrmed. Jhuming is still widespread, fertilizer 

use is limited by all In::U a standards, 2 and the extension 

of area under double cropping exceedingly slow. 'rhere is, 

in short, a great deal of room for the development of agri-

culture through the adcptior. of modern inputs and cultivation 

practices. Such improvements would help lay the founda-

tions for the development of agro-based industries, and 

provide a wider local market for goods and services proouced 

in the non-agricultural sectors of the Hanipur economy. 

The main o~jectives of the study are: 

i) To assess the agricultural potential of the state 

in relation to land and the use of other inputs 

conducive to rapid agricultural growth; 

ii) To understand the problems and prospects for agri-

cultural development given the existing level of 

agricultllral infrastructure; and 

iii) To identify the constraints on agricultural develo-

pment by analyzing the changes in important factors 

which influence agricultural development. 

2. However, the rate of grO\-Jth of adoption of both ferti
lizer and high yielding variety seeds is high, see 
chapter v. 
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The experience of the economically developed count-

ries of the world. during the process of economic develop-

ment highlighted the crucial role of the agricultural 

sector. Many economists have agreed that industr ialisa-

tion is limited by the extent of the development in the 

agricultucal sector. What is called for is a balance 

between the development of the agr icul turat and the indus-
'-~ 

trial sectors for sustained economic gro1Hth. Chapter I 

deals with questions of the contribution of agricu.l ture 

to economic growth and the 5trategy for agricultural 

development. 

In a predominantly agricultural economy where indus

trial developmeDt has not proceeded fat" and vJhere land 

still provi'ies the main source of livelihoo:l 1 the impor-

tance of understandinJ the nature and changes in the 

land holding structure cannot be underestimated. For 

rapid development in the agricultural sector 1 a favourable 

1 and system is a necessary condition. In chapter II an 
to 

attempt has been made£:trace the historical development of the 

land holding system in Manipur since the periods before 

and after the British and the subsequtnt land reforms 

1 eg isl ation. Chapter II also assesses the irnplemen tation 

of the 1 and re £ormsby the Government. After this, Chapter 

III deals with the structure of land holdings and changes 

in it during recent years. 'fhe policy inplications for 

:J.evelopment strategy in the agricultural sector are also 

considered. 
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Following this discussion of institutional factors, 

the focus of the study shifts to the production process 

proper. In Chapter IV the result of an analysis of trends 

in foodgrains production are reported, including estimates 

of the separate contributions of area and yield to obser

ved changes in production. 

Having examined the trends in foodgrains output, 

Chapt:er V goes on to deal with the trends in the use of 

agricultural inputs and their impact on agricultural produc

tion. Thus, this chapter highli;1 hts the changes in technO-

logy in Manipur agriculture. The summary and conclusions 

of this study constitute Chapter VI. 

At thd.s j unct: ur e, i t is appr opr i <?te to mention the 

major limitations faced in the course of this research 

work. They are of two kinds. The first and most important 

limitation has been the non-availability of relevant 

comprehensive data for the period of study. 3 For Manipur, 

the main constraint upon economic research work over the 

years has been the paucity of suitable published informa-

tion. Due to the scant availability of cross~~eetion 

. ·--------
3. For example, "Fertilizer statistics" published by 

Fertilizer Association of India, New Delhi, furnishes 
distr ictwise data on the use of I-r!V seeds and fertili
zer consumption for states like Punjab, Haryana, U.P. 
and so on, while the same was not available fer 
Manipur. For details, see various issues of "Ferti
lizer Stati sties". 
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data, (for example, at the district level), tr~ analysis 

had to be confined to the State level only. In the absence 

also of adequate and consistent time series data, resort 

had to be taken sometimes to isola ted pieces of in forma

tion, a procedure which is not always appropriate far syste

matic analysis and comparison. In some cases, analysis had 

to be restricted to single year data only. Secondly, another 

important constraint has been the scarcity of relevant lite

r ature and research work in fields related to the Manipur 

economy. IndeEd, the present study constitutes a pioneering 

effort to analyse the performance of Manipur agriculture. 



CHAPTER I 

Tr£ CON'IRIBUTION OF JvSRJCULTUR E TO 
E(X)NOMIC GRC'tJTH AND S'lRA'IEGY 

FOR I 'IS DEVELOP!'iENT 

The divers! ties among regions in their physical endow-

ment, cultural heritage and historical context precludes any 

universally applicable definition of the role that agricul

ture should play in the process of econanic growth. However, 

certain aspects of agriculture • s role appear to have a 

high degree of generality because of special features that 

characterise the agricultural sector during the process of 

economic development. The special features are (1) that 

initially tte agricultural sectcr is a major industry whose 

share in the national income and total labour force are 

high and (2) that subsequently, a secular decline occurs 

in the relative size of the agricultural sector. The basic 

causes for this secular decline are said to be the eyistence 

of (i) declining income elasticity of demand for food as 

income increases and (ii) the possibility of a substantial 

expansion of agricultural output with a constant and ulti-

mately a .declining farm 1 abour force. These possibilities 

can be realised only in the event that both output and 

employment in the non-agricultural sector of the econcmy 

expand at a rate greater than the corresponding growth rate 

in the agricultural sec tor. 

Economic growth in common parlance involves the struc

tural transformation of an economy in which agricultural. 
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output and employment domdnates into.one characterised by 

a decline in the share of agriculture to national 1 ncome 

and labour force. while the share of industrial outp.ut in 

national income and industrial employment in total employ

ment increases. AS Kaldor 1 argues, economic development 

is basically associated 'flith industrialisation and the 

contribution of agricul tare to economic growth cannot be 

approached in isolation without relating it to the deve

lopment of industry. In the words of Kaldcc, "The emer

gence of a pr:~ressi ve agriculture was the key to the 

progress of industrialisation in Europe. It is no accident 

that in England, as elsewhere in Europe, the so called 

"agricultural revolution" historically ~edthe "Industrial 

revolution•. 2 However while an agricultural surplus consti.-

tutes a precondition for accelerated industrial development, 

the prime mover in the economic development process is manu

fact\II'ing. This is because it is this sector of the economy, 

above all others that enjoy economies of scale in production. 

The contribution of agriculture to overall econanic 

development has been widely discussed. The most impcrtant 

ways in which increases in agricultural output and producti

vity contribute to over all ecoDomic growth can be categorised 

1. 

2. 

Kaldor, Strategic Factors in Economic Develo'fren~. 
New Yarkstate scfiooi of iDdusttlii & 'L&boUt-elations, 
cornell UDi versi ty, Ithaca, New York, 1967. 

~., pp.S6-S7. 
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in the following ways. First. the agricultural sector is a 

source of food-supply to the non-agricultural sector which 

must keep pace w1 th the growth of demand if non-inflationary 

development processes are to be sustained. Secondly, the 

labour force for the non-a:.;Jricultural sector of the econany 

is drawn mainly from agriculture. Thirdly, the agricultural 

sector may be a source of capital for the expanding non-

aqricul tur al sectox:_; moreover. it may serve as a source of 

foreign exchange earnings particularly in the early stage of 

development. And finally, it provides a domestic market for 

the output of the non-agricultural sector. Simon Kuzneta 3 

summarises the above in the following way, •Thus if agricul

tu:ee itself grows, it makes a product contribution; if it 

trades with others, it renders a market contribution; if it 

transf~s resources to other sectors, these resources beinq 

product! ve factors, it makes a factor contribution•. 

Agricul ture•s contribution of foodstuffs or wage 

goods is clear. If the labour force far the non-agricul

tural sector is to be drawn from the agricultural sector, 

then the new workers must be provided with food. In yiew 

of bigh population growth rates in the less developed 

countries, the rate of growth of demand for foodgrains 

is also high. The aqricul tur al sector should be able to 

s•pply food for the increasing population &9 well as for 

3. 
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the new workers. 4 
JohnSton and Mellor observed that, "'f 

food supplies fail to expand in pace with the growth of 

demand the result is 1 ikely to be substantial rise in ·food 

prices leading to political discontent and pressure on 

wage rates with consequent adverse effects on 1 ndus tr ial 

profits, investment, and. economic growth." 5 Kaldor also 

pointed out that growth of the secondary· and the terti arv 

sectors is depenient on the growth of the agr icul tur al 

surplus. The role of the agrlcul tural surplus has two 

aspects. Firstly, the rate at which non-agricultural employ-

men t can increase depend upon the rate of growth of rnarke ted 

food supplies. secondly, the growth of the agricultural 

surplus is an esse nti al condition for pr ovi ding the growth 

of purchasing power necessary for sustaining the industrial 

expansion. Moreover, Kaldor recognised that unless the 

expansion of food supplies is ensured, the growth of the 

industrial sector could not be sustained, because the 

phase of industrialisation involved the rapid growth of 

non-agricultural employment and hence rapid increases 

in the demand for food. If the agr icul tur al sec tor failed 

to respond to this stimulus in an adequate manner, then 

4. Johnston and Mellor, •The role of agriculture in 
Economic development .. ; ~£j_san Eeonanic Re_y ~e~, 
Sept. 1961, p. 57 3. 

5. Kaldor, ~· £!_!., p. ss. 
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6 the result may be high inflation. 

AS regards the agricultural sector as a source of 

labour force. for the non-agricultural sectors, Lewis7 dual 

sector model has highlighted it. To the extent that the 

assumption of. a perfectly elastic supply of labour is 

applicable# then man-power for manufacturing or other non-

farm activities can be drawn easily from agriculture. 

Nurkse 8 also visualised that surplus labour from the farm 

sector can be successfully shifted to productive activities 

in the non-CJ;lricultural sector without reduction of agricul-

tur al output, if food can be provided to them. In the above 

two cases, the release of labour arises fran two sources. 

First, the natural increase in the farm population. is 

greater than the non-farm population. Hence, a continuous 

outflow of labour force with constant farm population is 

possible and consequently it reduces the relative role of 

agriculture in the occupational structure of the country. 

Secondly, increasing labour productivity in · agr i culture 

in the later stages of development enables an absolute 

decrease in agricultural employment. This release of 

--------
6. 

7. 

Kaldor, 2R• s.!,!., pp.59-60. 

Lewis, 'Econanic Development with unlimited suppliers 
~f Labour •, The Manchester School, May 1954. 

8. Nurkse, ..f.£.ob,lems of Capital emation in Under
developed countrfes '", Oxford University Press, oeihi, 

,. , ·~2. - . 
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workers from the agricultural sector constitutes a si9nifi-

cant human ·capital contribution to the non-agricultural 

sector. 

Apart from providing food anj manpower, agriculture 

may also contribute to industrial capital formation. In the 

early phase of economic development, agriculture's contribu-

tion to econanic growth may be maje in three ways: firstly,· 

increased agricultural productivity benef~.the non-agricul-

tural sector through lowering food prices, enlarging its 

real income and so providing the means of increased savings 

and hence capital accumulation. Secondly, the increase in 

productivity may generate higher levels. of farm income and 

hence part of it may be saved. However, this contribution 

is less important in the later stage$of development because 

as the.economy grows the relative share of agricultural income 

to the total declinesand hence the share of savings also 

tends to fall. Johnston and Mellor also shared the above 

view. "Since there is large scope for raising prod.ucti vi ty 

in agriculture by means that require only moderate capital 

outlays, it is possible for the agricultural sector to make 

a net contribution to the capital requirernen ts for infra

structure and for indus trial expan,sion without reducing the 

low levels of consumption character is tic of farm population$ 

in underdeveloped country. An increase in agricultural 

productivity implies some canbination of reduced inputs, 

-reduced agricultural prices, or increased £8l'm receipts. • 9 

--- ·----
9. Johnston and Mellor, op. c· t - 1. • I -- p.577. 



.... 
' 

.. 
The third contribution may take the form of compulsory 

.. 
transfers from agriculture for the benefit of other sectors 

through taxation in which the burden on agriculture is far 

greater than the services rendered by the government to 

agriculture. According to Kuznets 10 this contribution was 

very large in the early stage of development of Japan and the 

U.S.S.R. In the late nineteenth century, the Japanese govern-

ment imposed heavy land taxes which represented over 80 per 

cent of the central government taxation: t~ ratio of direct 

tax to incone was between 12 to 22 per cent in agriculture 

compared with 2 to 3 per cent in the non-agricultural 

sector. 11 In the U.s.s.R. too, the forced extraction of 

surplus from agriculture by taxation and confiscation fina

nced ·a considerable portion of the industrialisation. 12 

Besides providing wage goods to industry an expanding 

agricultural sector widens the home market for industrial 

products. The demand for industrial output partly depends 

on the grcwth of farm cash income. The increase in agri-

cultural productivitY which results in higher per capita 

farm incanes allows farmers to buy more agricultural inputs 

and to consume goods from the industrial sector thus expanding 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Ibid., p. 250. -
Ibid., p. 251. -
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the 
the market tor;_ non- agricultural sector. Unless there are 

unlimited export possibilities; the increased d(]ricultural 

productivity, a growing marketable surplus and rising income 

are necessary conditions for the rriarketabili ty of industr;,i al 

outputs in the early stages of development. 

Kaldor 13 argued tha.t, .. the increase in demand for 

manufactured products cannot be wholly self-gen~rated, it 

for 
depends on the i~crease in supply of other thingsA.which 

the pro:iucts of industry are exchanged. Those otner things 

are mainly th€ products of agriculture. Kuznet • s "market 

. contr ibution" 14 of agriculture to econcmic growth is mani-

fested in its demand, both domestic and foreign, for inputs 

as well as for consumer goods produced in non- agri cultural 

sector. Kuznets points out that the "market contribution" 

of agriculture to a country• s economic growth is likely to 

be more important in tb: early phases of development. 15 At 

this stage, the extent to which agricultural output is 

traded with the other sectors has a significant influence 

upon the width of t~ economic . base which other sectors 

may enjoy. However once growth occurs, as it proceeds, the 

relative share of agriculture in national product and the 

-----· 
13. Kaldor, ~· sit., p.S6. 

14. Kuznets, _s>. ill·, p. 244. 

15. ,ll?id., p. 248. 



1 abour force declines an:l this implies decreasinq proper

tiona"! contribution of such marketing to the total product 

of the econany. 

Finally, the expansion of agr icul tur al exports is 

likely to be one of the most promising means of increasing 

incomes and augmenting foreign exchange earnings in a 

country for stepping up its development effort. Given the 

1 ack of alternative opportunities and the urgent need for 

foreign exchange in the underdeveloped countries, Johnston 
16 . 

and Mellor expressed the view that expansion of agricul-

tural export production is a rational policy {even though 

the supply and demand situation is unfavourable), taking 

advantage of the fact that an li:ndividual country which 

accounts for only a small fraction of world exports faces a 

fairly elastic demand schedule. 

In view of agricul ture•s contribution to economic 

growth, the ultima~ question which a:r ises is how to achieve 

development in the agricultural sector. AS in the case of 

the role of agriculture in economic growth, the strategy 

for agricultural development may also vary from one region 

to another depending on soil, rainfall, human resources and 

so on. However, the basic cause for the low productivity 

of labour and land in agriculture is largely due to the lack 

-----------------
16. Johnston and Mellor, ~· ill·, p. 575. 
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of certain complementary inputs which are of technical, 

educational and institutional nature. The most. imp.ortant 

thing is to identify ·these compleme~tary inputs, tc deter

mine in what proportion they should be combined and to 

establish priorities among the pro~~rammes designed to 

increase their availability. "A development strategy is 

essentially an effort to bring together and adopt a combi

nation of all the resources within the limits of their 

physical availability and spatial fixity, in such a manner 

that the stated objectives are realised over time. It is 

composed of three broad sets of elements: (1) a set of 

agrarian relations, (2) a set of techniques of production, 

and (3) a set of state policies "• 17 Johns ton and Mellor, 

by defining three specific phases of agricultural develop

ment, attempted to identify generally applicable steps for 

agricultural development. The phases are18 : phase I -

cievelopment of agricultural preconditions; phase II -

expansion of agricultural production based on labour 

intensive, capital saving techniques, relying heavily 

on technologic·al innovations; and .J)l'lase III - expansion 

of agricUltural.· production based on capital intensive, 

labour saving techniques. Phase II requires an environment 

in which the possibility of change is recognised, and 

17. 

18. 

AN ICSSR worldng Group Refort, Alternatives in ::!-,ri
§e'¥6f.'"l~Ul~ept, -~ ied Pub!isMr~ Pvt. Lt~, New 

, i"98 , p. • 
Johnston and Mellor, .2P• cit., p.SS2. 
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accepted and in which individual frtrmers sol'> the possibility 

of personal gain from technolOJical improvement. Phase I 

is defined as _the period in which these preconditions are 

met. According to Mellor and Johnston* in Phaselthe most 

important requirement for agricultural development has been 

land tenure improvement. In the absence of a favourable 

1 and tenure syste!Tl, ·the incentive for a change in Phase II 

may not be realised in spite of the potential for large 

scale increases in output. In Phase II the productivity 

of 1 abour and 1 and could be increased greatly by technical 

innovations involving key elements such as agricultural 

research leading to development and selection of high 

yielding variety seeds (HYV); increased application of 

chemical fertilizers and a range of activities such as 

credit, market! n; agencies and rural goverrrnental bodies 

for fostering colleqti ve action such as building feeder 

roads. 

t.he 
The rat ion ale behind suggesting,.<.. above labOur-intensive 

and capital saving policy in Phase II is on two counts. 19 

Firstly, these inputs are neutral to seal~ and highly 

divisible and readily incorporated in the existing system. 

secondly, this · type of intensification of agricultural 

production can make a notable contribution to the problem 

Joeohns
1

toni, •Aaricultural and Structural Transformation 1n 
ve o~ nt CounU' les: A survey of Researcn• Journ~ o~ 

-E,s;OJ)om citer S)tU£!, vol. e (American Econom!c-Dsoc atton), 
1970. . 
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ot absorbing a rapidly growing labour force in productive 

employment. The growing recognitior. of ttu! impact of 
growth 

rapid populationLon the size of the farm labour force has 

been an .important consideration underlying the emphasis on 

promoting a labour intensive expansion path for agricultural 

production. Johnston 20 argued tl'}at when the farm labour 

force initially weighs very heavily in the total labour 
the 

force andftotal labour farce is increasing rapidly, non-

farm employment would have to increase at an impossibly 

high rate to absorb fully the annual addition to the total 

1 abour force. Phase II, as stated by Johnston and 

Mellor, is the most relevant stage in most of the under-

developed countries of today. Phase III character ising 
technology 

a capital intensive, labour saving Lrepresents a fairly 

late stage of development. In this phase the opportunity 
. ( 

cost of most inputs ls ~gh by past standards and rising. 

At this stage the shares of agriculture to national product 

and labour force are generally already low. 

Shigeru Ishikawa21 argued that the task of increasing 

agricultural prOduction for economic development in most 

ASian countries, should be met by an increase in the proouc

tivi ty of the· existing cultivated land. He concluded this 

-----------------
20. ~-,. p. 381. 

21. Shigeru Ishikawa, -Economic developnent in ASian 
¥~t1ve •.~ Kino'k':un"ly·a~"L"l:Ci""., "n)kyo, 
. , eprun:ed in 1 97 4. 
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the 
in tne light of~virtual disappearance of arable land £ron-. 

tiers in these countries since the t950's. Under any 

system of agrarian relations (disregarding its favourable 

or unfavourable impact on investment incentive for land 

improvement) Ishikawa stressed the inv~st:me.nt in two sets 

of agricultural inputs which he termed as •leading inputs•• 

for the strategy of agricultural development. These so 

called •leading inputs• are (i) irrigation, drainage and 

flood controlt the investment on these inputs, he called 

"basic investment• and (ii) fertilizer, better seeds and 

dissemination of better farming techniques. However, he 

recognised the complementary nature of these inputs. Ishikawa 

observed that in a reg ion where 1 and pr oducti. vi ty is very 

low, the marginal increases in product! vi ty seem to be most 

significantly explained Dy the •irriCJation ratto•. ** 
Irrigation may be said to bea'leading input• at this 

stage. Ishikawa argu.ed that irrigation plays three impor-

tant roles. The first is the role of stabilizing the 

harvest flucttaations due to deficient or untimely rainfall. 

* Leading inputs, Ishikawa (in spite of technical nature 
and complementarity prevailing in agricultural produo

. tion) defined the leading inputs as those categories 
of inp~ts contributing most to the output increase. 

** Irrigation ratio, Ishikawa defined Irrigation ratio 
in 3 w.rsa Irrigation I as proportion of gross irri
qated area to net cultivated area; Irrigation ratio II 
as the proportion of gross irrigated area to gross 
cropped area, and Irrigation ratio III the proportion 
of aet irrigated area to net cropped area. 
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The second is the role of making possible the introduction 

of a second crop. The third is the role of making possible 

the increased application of fertilizer, the use of better 

seeds, and the introduction of improved farming techniques. 

There exists a .set of economic preconditions for successful use of 

•leading inputs• for agricultural developnent. This is 

because of the fact that while the "basic investments • 

carry the character of social overheads, the use of inputs 

such as fertilizer, improved seeds, improved techniques 

is fundamentally a matter for inc.iividual private decision. 

Therefore, the successful use of these •leading inputs• is 

dependent on factors sucn as tne availability of capital 

requirements, the expectation of profitability vis-a-vis 

relative prices of inputs and outputs, credit faclli ty and 

so on. The detailed discussion of these factors is beyond 

the scope of this chapter. 

f.oncludinq remark.s 

In the early stages of econanic development, the agri

cultural sectcc plays :a crucial role in providing food, man

power and funds tor the expansion of the industrial sect«. 

In view of the important place that agriculture occupies 

in the early stages of development, 1 t is necessary foe sus

tained econaaic development to develop agriculture alc:mg 

vi th industrial expansion. Apart from ineti tutional reforms, 

special emphasis needs to be placed apon the llt)asic invest

ments • and technical progress which takes the form of 
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improved seeds, increasing application of fertilizers and 

better farming techniques, for the strategy of agricultural 

development to succeed. 

It may be mentioned here that the various contributions 

of agriculture to economic growth and its strategy for 

development discussed above is. normally applicable to a 

national econany. In this case the econany is self

contained in the sense that it enjoys a political, adminis

trative autonomy w1 thin a spec! fied geographical boundary. 

However, Man ipur cannot be treated as an economy in the 

above sense. However this does not consti tut.e a 1 imitation 

on the study of the developnent of agriculture at the state 

level. On the contrary it helps in understanding the basic 

structure and nature of the role that agriculture plays in 

a region's economic development. 



CHAPTER II 

HISTCRICAL DEVELOPMENT OF LAND HOLDING 
SYSTEM AND LAND R EFURM LEGISLATION 

IN MANIPUR 

2. 0 Intrcx:luctiC!;!: 

In the past in India, the changes in land holding 

structure were often associ ated with the motive of ex tr ac-

ting tax from cultivators. The colonial rulers initiated 
the 

changes inL structure of land holdings in order to extract 

more 1 and tax frOm the people. Moreover, in tlH! words of 

P. c. Joshi, "Enquiries into the land problem were thus 

initiated.by those concerned directly with formulation 

of land and revenue policies (or critique of these .·policies) 

and not by professional sOCial scientist•. 1 Hence, the 

1 and reform process in India was inextricably mixed up with the 

land revenue system adopted by the state. In India, land 

pr~lem as an area of research was the gift of colonial rule 

during the earlier and more dynamic phase before the so 

called Mutiny of 1857. To quote Ranade, "the earlier phase 

of colonial rule was characterised by the ·tendency to inno

vation and levelling of oriental institutions to the require

ments of the most radical theorists in Europe. • 2 The 

1. 

2. 

. P.C. Joshi, lialld Reforms in IndiWt Trends & pers.P!o
Ji..!!.!• Insti~u~e of ECO'iiomlc Gro h; t982, P• 7:-

M.G. Ranade, EssaYs on Indi§!! Econanics, 3rd Edn., 
G •. A. Nateson &co., Madras, 1916, p. 265. 
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contribution of British rule to the development of enquiry 

· 2a into the land problem. was ttl:'ee-fold. Firstly, they 

initiated .a discussion of questions relating to the character 

of indigenous land and revenue systems and their compatibility 

with economic and social progress. secondly, their examina

tion of these questions marked the beg inning of an intellectual 

effort at the level of both theorising and empirical investi

gation. Finally, the search for answers to these questions 

created the need for precise and authentic data reg~ding the 

institutional framework of Indian society including the land 

and revenue systems. 

The historical development of land holding structures 

in Manipur can be traced from the time Of the British rule. 

Manipur was put virtually under British rule governed by a 

British political aqent in 1891. With British rule a gradual 

change in the land revenue system emerged. This evolution 

from the British period to the present has been discussed in 

this section. The first part of this section deals w1 th 1 and 

holding structure prior to and during the British period. The 

second part deals with the land sys ~m after independence and 

the subsequent land reform legislation -in Manipur. The last 

. part exalllines how far the land reform so legislated has been 

implemented in Manipur. 

2.1 ~~~d .holdin; structu.re~ior 19 iii4 <lu!:!ni 8rli!j610da 

In 1874, a. Brown described· the land sys~m in Manipur 

as follows: "'l'he whole system of the valley starts with the 

2a. P. c. Joshi, £12• £!_t. 
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assumption that all land belongs to the raj a and is his, to 

give away cr retain as he pleases. Under the raj a is an 

official named the Phunan SalurJJba,whose duty it is to 

superintend all matters connected with land cul ti v ationt 

he looks after the measurement, receives the rent in kind, 

and transacts all business matters connected with land on 

behalf of the yaj a. The lan:l is sub-divided into villages 

and their surroundings: the he.adman of each division or 

village looks after the cul t1. vation, and is responsible 

for the realisation of tax payable in kind by each cul ti

vatcc: he holds no interest in the land,and is merely an 

agent of tre raja. • 3 

Before the British came to control the administration 

of Manipur the land system was simple. The ryots paid land 

revenue in kind and in labour. Land revenue was collected 

by an official called locally the "panna lakpa•. These 

officials instead of receiving salaries in cash were given 

allowances in land and rice. 4 After the sri tis h ceflle and 

toOk over the administration in 1891, a survey establish

ment was organised and the occupied area was gradually 

3. 

4. 

R. BrW.~ Stat! stical JCCOUDt of Manim, Sanskarall 
Prakasba~ oelbi, FJ.rSt pUbficatlon 1 1 reprinted 
19'75, p.as. 

G.D. Patel, Land Ittem of Union territories of India, 
Charotar J3oo1C star:;-'1'\ilsi sudan Station ROW Xlian<1 
(W Rly) India, New Delhi, 19'70, p~ 35 3. 



suryeyed. The distinct! ve feature of land holding structure 

during this time was that one-third of the whole area culti-

vated was accounted for by the raja. A little more than 

one-third of the area was in possession of the members of. 

the ruling family, brahmins and sepoys, and the rest was 

in the possession of headmen, officials and so on. 

In the pre-British period the tax in kind was realised 

from each cultivator and paid to the Taj a. The tax varied 

from two baskets to thirteen baskets per pari*. Since the 

average yield per patl was about 150 baskets annually, the 

normal tax burden ranged from less than 2 percent to nearly 

10 per cent of the crop. In cases where middle men were 

involved the tax burden was heavier running as high as 24 

baskets per pari or roughly 16 per cent of the crop. This 

burden of taxes in kind in terms of output, may appear, at 

first glance, to be light. However, the tax on production 

constituted only a minor proportion of the total burden of 

tax in kind. Besides the output tax levied in kind, e-ach 

male between 17 to 60 years was supposed to render to the 

state 10 days of labour out of every 40 days, a labour tax 

rate of the order of 25 per cent. The tax is called locally 

'lalup• ** or mare generally the "corvee" system. In the 

* Pari a A local unit of measurement of a field, 1 pari. 
"' acres is approximately equal to 60 lbs of rice. 

** Lalupa A form of forced 1 abour. 
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Manipuri version, skilled craftsmen also were obliged to 

work under the 'lalup• system. The idea behind thi~ com

pulsory labour to the state was· mainly to provide publi~ 

utility services like, construct ion of roads, bridges, 

irrigation canals and so on, but also to provide luxury 

goods to the f>aj a. Quite interest! ngly the people of 

Manipur did not find the imposition of the 1 abour tax 

irksome or oppressive. It was accepted as legitimate. 

This may be in part due to the fact that the system existed 

during a period in which most of the people were without 

employment for about 6 to 7 months a year. However in 

individual cases, it actually caused a lot ·of distress. 

For example, when sickness entered a house the lalup members 

had either to carry out their lalup or purchase a substi

tute. It was also iniquitous. Poor people assumed the 

greatest burden because the duty of lalup felt heavily on 

them, while brahmins and ~e well-tO-do class escaped the 

duty. 

In Manipur, it thus appears that a recently as 1891 

no distinction was made between taxes and rent. The two 

were coterminous. Over and above lan:i-tax in produce .nd 

tax in 1 abour, no form of rent was paid. · Marx also v isua

lised the co.-incidence of rent and taxea5 in the early 

------
s. See Karl Marx, C~it~, vol.III, Genesis of ground 

rent, Progress Pu!Isers, Moscow, 1977, p.791. 
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stage of the development of groun1 rent. As stated 

earlier, in Manipur, however, the labour tax or •Ialup• 

constituted the major portion of the tax burden while the 

produce tax accounted for a relatively low share. Thus 

there was a tax regime in which labour tax "lalup" and 

the produce tax were levied side by side in Manipur, How-

ever the first dominated the latter. The relatively 

primitive form of tax-cum-rent was converted into cash pay

ment under the British Rule. This is briefly stated later 

in this section. This sequence of development in Manipur 

bears a close resemblance to Marx• s6 account of the genes is 

of capitalist ground rent. According to Marx, the develoP

ment of capitalist ground rent began with the emergence of 

labour rent. Labour rent itself evolved £rem the taxation 

of unpaid -surplus labour• which initially took the form 

forced l~our. Historically, this labour rent was gene

into kind rent and subsequently into 

rent as the capitalist mode of production reached 
' 

a relatively advanced stage. However, in the case of 
the 

Manipur, it appears thatLgradual transformation of rent 

through 1 ts various stages as envisaged by Marx, has been 

deliberately quickened 

-------
6. Ibid., p. 782. -

by the British. 
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Major Maxwell, a political agent1 and superintendent 

of state, announced the abOlition of the J_.alup system in 

1892. Thus, the year 1892 was an important landmark in 

the land system in Manipur·~ In this year the ~lu;e system 

was substituted by (1) a house tax of Rs. 2 per annum in the 

valley, (2) the imposition of land revenue assessement 

at Rs. 5 per pari (~ acre), (3) a house tax of Rs. 3 per annum 

in the hills. 7 The effect of Maxwell ~s measure was succin

ctly stated in the Census report of Manipur 1961:8 •Thus 

Maxwell's measure introduced a break from the past 1 n that 

it did away the assumpti~ that all land belongs to the 

ruler. The cultivatoc ~ow held land directly under the 
-

state on the payment of land revenue in cash. Though land 

revenue was not regulated under any codified law, the culti

vator in effect held land as tenants of the state and has 
\. 

rights of occupancy, inheritence and ·transfer subject to 

the payment of 1 and revenue t0 the state. • When the state 

came under the British administration the land revenue was 

directly man&;Jed from the superintendent's office. In 

1894 a slight change in the land system was introduced. 

The valley area was divided into tehsils or pannas and the 

7. 

a. 

RObert Reid, lY;stpri of the frontier at;f!as borderiDSJ 
,!f&:i from 1883 ~o l~l(i'~i~p;' 3, quOtiid in G.D. 
Pate , !}R~ .£!_!;., p. 3g~. . 
cens.as of India 1961, vol.XXII, Manipur, Part lA, 
p. 232. 



collection of land revenue was entrusted to officials called • 
.,&~~..?! or tehsildars. The rate of assessment of land reve

nue was also revised to meet the needs and exigencies of the 

state administration. The rate of tax was revised to Rs.S 

per J?a~j. (~ acre) for all classes. The house tax was 

abolished in the valley but still remains in the hills. 

Subsequently, .the existi~g land system underwent hardly any 

change and continued till 1946. 

2. 2 !.be Evolul!on of lEe L§Ds!..SIS~ 
_after Iiiaependence in Man!J?.!:!:: 

The effect of the abOlition of the .La!.!:!!? system, which 

brought the cul tivatcrs directly in terms with the state 

as to land rights and taxation, has been highlighted in · 

the preceding section. However, with increasing pressure 

on land, a new class of cultivators gradually emerged who 

held land, not directly from the state, but as ~eaants of 

the pattadars who held laJ:!d directly from the state. This 

new class of cultivators cultivated land on payment of grain 

rent locally 'known as jous§!, to the landlord. .&9.l11~.! per 

.P...£1 is about 18 maunds which is ·approximately equal to 

12 baskets of paddy, or about 8 per cent of output. Thus, 

by the eve of Independence there were (a) persons holding. 

land directly under the state as pattadars on payment of 

land revenue, and (b) persons holding and cultivating land 

under the pattadars on payment of grain rent~ _,This is what 
. • l'r. 

emerged as the Manipur land system during the''' period of 

British administration. 
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On the positive side there was no problem relating 

to increasing concentration of land in few hands and also 

no growth of really big landlords and sub-infeudation as 

in some other eastern states of India. This perhaps was 

partly due to the restriction imposed by the Manipur admi-

nistration before Independence to the effect that no person 

was allowed to hold more than 25 acres of land without 

obtaining special permission. On the other hand, there 

was no Well defined and comprehensive land reform policy 

during the pre-independence period. After Independence 

the Manipur government felt the increQtsing need for compre

hensive land reform legislation not only to develop an 

appropriate revenue system but also in the interests of 

the cultivators. The first canprehensi ve land reform and 

revenue legislation was passed in 1960. 9 But before this, 

the administration adopted some .§.9 ,hgs measures to fill the 

gap. In February 1952, in order to provide legal sanction 

tor the collection of land revenue, •the Assam land and 

revenue regulation,. 1886 •,. · was extended to Manipur by the 
~--- _._,..----···--

government of India, under the Ministry of state order 

s.R.0.443. This_ empowers the chief coamissioners to collect 

the land tax and also restricts the transfer of land belong

ing to tribals to non-tribals. Foe security of tenure and 

9. Manipur Land Revenue and Land Reforms Act 1960. 
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regulation of rent., the South Kanar a Cul tivatin9 Tenants 

Protection Act, t954 and The Bombay Vidharbha Region Agri

cultural Tenant (protection fran eviction and amendment 

of tenancy laws) Act, 1957, was extended to Manipur in1956 

and in 1967 respectively. 

2. 3 &a~d Reforms .!E Mani~: 

2. 3. 1 .f:1pipur Land Revenue an~ 
.&and Refer!!!.§~£! 1960 

The first comprehensive land revenue and reforms policy 

came in 1960. The Manipur Land Revenue and Reforms Act No. 33 

of 1960 was passed by the Parli C~nent. However, the act did 

not cover the whole state. The hill areas have been exempted 

except for some areas of Jiribam and Churachandpur (south 
,• 

district) wt'V!re the cultivation of rice is carried ·out on 

settled lines. 

This act comprises broadly of two sections. The first 

section deals with the land r~nue aspect and the second 

section deals with land reforms. However, the present 

discussion is confined to the legislation on land reforms. 

L.JP.!L!e forms 

The main features of the land refcrms act deal with 

(1) tenancy, retorms, (2) ceilings on land holdings, and 

(3) measures to prevent fragmentation of holdings. 

J'enancy ref<X'r,pf 
L---· 

The imp<X'tant provisions of tenancy nforms relate 

to rent fixation, security of tenure and the reservation 



of 1 and for personal cul ti v ati on.- The act fixed t he maxi mum 

rent chargeable. The customary rent was 12 pots of paddy 

(about 18 maunds) per pari. Under the new law where the 

rent is payable in kind it shall not exceed !:ith of the pro

duce or its value if the landowner supplies the plough, 

cattle and 1/Sth 1 f he does not supply. Further, the rent 

is not to exceed . four times the 1 and revenue pay able fa: 

land. (section 112). 

The act defined tenants as persons cultivating land 

or holding land of another on payment of rent either in 

cash or in kind and includes a person, who cultivates land 

of anothE![' on payment of loum or any other aimil ar system. 

Such tenants are given security of tenure and are not liable 

to eviction except under the following circumstancess 

1. The land is reserved or deemed to have been reserved 

for per son a1 cul ti v ation by the 1 and owner • 

2. A person in· the armed forces on discharge has given 

notice of terminating the· tenancy. 

3. 'l'he ~nant has intentionally and will fully cOJIIlli tted 

acts as are calculated to impair materially or perm~ 

nently the value o~ utility of land for agricultural 

purposes. 

4. The tenant has failed to pay rent within 3 months after 

it falls due, provided that the pee 1od may extend to 

six months. 

5. '!'he tenant has sublet the land without the wri ttan 

con sent of the 1 and owner. 
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The eviction order shall not be executed till the stan~ 

ding crops are harvested. 

An individual holding land in excess of the basic hold-

ing of ~ acres was enti tied to be given permission t·o 

reserve land for personal cul t1 vation. However the land 

so reserved, has not to exceed a permissible limit and this . 

limit varies with different categories· of persons. In the 

case of a person who is disabled, the maximum persmissible 

limit is 25 acres. In the case of a person who owned a 

basic holding10 (1 pari), the permissible limit is the 

entire area own.Erl. For those owning more than a basic hold-

ing but less than a family holding {7~ acres) then the person 

may resume for personal cul t1 v ati on one half of the are a 

leased to the tenants or the area by which the land under 

his personal cul t1 vat ion falls short of a basic holding, 

whichever is greater. If a person who owns more than a 

family holding, has no land under personal cultivation, or 

any land which is less than a family holding under his 

personal cultivation, then he may resume upto one half 

of the area leased out provided that the tenant is left with 

a basic holding. The underlying principle is that the 

land owner should be able to resume· area so as to ma)ce up 

a family holding under personal cultivatin. The more general 

10. A basic holding is equal to 1 pari which is equal to 
~ acres. 



principle is that neither the owner nor tenant should be 

left with less than a basic holding. If a person has a 

family holding or mace under his personal cultivation, the 

owner can resume "the area leased to any tenant in excess 

of a family holding but not exceeding the area by which 

land in his personal cultivation fails short of 25 acres". 11 

~lli-ng on Land holding 

The ceiling on existing holdings as well as future 

acquisition is placed at 25 acres (10 paris). In determin-

ing the ceiling, a family includes husband, wife and depen

dent children and grand children of the holder and the land 

used for non-agricultural purpose is excluded. In the case 

where the number of the family exceeds five, 5 additional 

acres of lan"d·"are allowed to each excess member subject to 

an ,92tside lim.!! of 50 acres. In the case of a company, an 

association or any other bOdy of individuals, the ceiling 

limit is 25 acres. The excess or surplus land shall rest 

in the government on payment o_f compensation to the land-

owner. 

The amount of compensation payable to the land owner 

is fixed I at· 20 times the net annual income from such land. 

The net annual income is calculated at one-fifth of the 

------------------
11. Th.Joychandra Singh, Study of the M:snlpur Land Revenue 

& Reforms Act a.96o, pUBIISfie<J""by ffi •. udhlr Chandra 
Sliigh; Meena liiic, 1-.phal, 19'71, p. 



gross produce. Besides he will be paid the value of tree~ 

planted and the market value of any structure or buildings 

starxiing on the land. Where the land is in possession of 

a tenant, the compensation consisting of the net annual 

income will be shared between the landowner and the tenant, 

having regard to their respective shares in the net income 

from such land. The act however provides for exemption fran 

the operation of the ceiling 1imi t to certain categories of 

land. They include: land used for growing tea, coffee and 

rubber including ancillary and extension purposes, any sugar-

cane farm operated by a sugar factory, any specialisej farm 

used for cattle-breeding, dairying or wool raising, orcnaids 

in compact block in use before 1st Jan. 1958, farms in a 

compact block in which heavy investment or permanent struc- . 
so 

tural improvements have been made and which isLefficiently 

managed that its break-up is likely to bring a fall in 

prOduction, and land held by a co-operative farming society, 

provided that where a member of such society holds a share 

in such land, his share shall be taken into account in 

determining the ceiling limit. 12 

Prevention of fr§Cl:mentation of 
! and holdiDg 

lor 
The act provides£ the prevention of fragmentation of 

holdingsbut does not provide for consolidation of holdings. 

12. .!lli·, section 15 0, p. 227. 
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A fragment is definedas <)..holding of less than one pari 

(~ acres). The act also restricts the transfer of hold

ings by way of sale_,or mar tgage with possession, gift, or 

exchange so as to create a fragment. But this provision 

does not apply to gift of land made in connection with the 

Bhoodan movement. No portion of a hold~ng can be leased 

unless the portion retained by the lessor is ~ acres-: 

or more or the aggregate area held by the lessee exceeds 

7~ acres. 

No holding shall be partitioned so as to create a fr ag-

ment. A fragment cannot be partitioned unless as a result 

of its partition, 1 ts portion gets merged into a holding of 

~ acres or more. 

In the hill areas of !1anipttr there is no tenancy sys

tem. The land theoretically belongs to the state but in 

practice it is owned and controlled by the village chief. 

A sort of land tax claimed by the· chief tor allotting land 

to _the people of the village is called locally .. Chagsed' or 

"Bus hum•. There is no well spelt out land revenue system. 

However tt-e is the practice that the chief takes some 

portion of the produce fran the households who till land. 

Under this system prevailing in the hill areas of Manipur. 

the village chief allots land to the inhabitants of the 

village for a season and it is not certain that the same 
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plot of land will be alloted in the next season too. Hence, 

there is no incentive for land improvement or investment. 

In order to establish a direct link between the tillers 

of the soil and the government in the hill areas of Manipur, 

legislation has been passed which enables the government to 

acquire the ctli.ef ri-ghts over land. This legislation was 

assented to by the President and became effective in 1967. 

It is known as •the Manipur Hill areas (Acqisition of chiefs 

right) bill 19S6. By this legi$lation the land administra

tion· of the hills and valley are brought on to a uniform 
the 

basis within the framework ofLLand Revenue ani Land Reform 

Act 1960. Th:hl aet provides for the acquisition of certain 

rights, -~itle and interestof the chiefs in and over land in 

hill areas of Manipur. 

With this act the Governnent is empowered, by notifi

cation, to acquire all rights, title and interest of chiefs 

in the lands il!l speci5.1ed villages, which should then vest in 

the government. A copy of the notification shall be served 

on every chief whose interests are affected. On publica-

tion of such notification, the chiefs shall cease to have 

any legal rights to collect 'Chagstg'.After the publication 

of this notification, the Government shall appoint officers 

to work out the compensation to be paid to the cluefs. 

The compensation payable to the chief shall consist of 

(i) 3 tins* of paddy per year per household for the first -
-~-----------------
* 1 tin means kerosene tin of 18 li tres. 



100 hou~es· in the .93.!!'* and {ii) 2 tins of paddy for every 

additional household in excess of 100 houses. The compen

sation shall be paid for 10 yef;J('s from the date of acquisition 

either in lump oc in annual instalments in cash or kind. When 

it is paid in cash, the amount shall be calculat~d on the 

market price of paddy prevailing at the time of the payment 

in the locality. The act also allows ovmership over the 

land to the chief or any person who has brought land under 

settled cultivation. This ownership right shall be permanent, 

heritable and trans fer able. This act empowers the Government 

to reserve land for Jhum cultivation and also regulate Jhum 

land. 

2. 4 ~nment ImR!~tation of 
.L ... an::;;.;;d;.-.R;.;;e;.:f;.:o;.;rm;.;;;! 

For the implementation of the land reform Acts, the· 

Manipur Government since 1975-76 has formulated 3 schenes. 13 

They are (1) the extension of survey and settlement in hill 
• 

areas of Manipur, (ii) Land ceilings implementation and 

Ciii) provisions for compensation. The first scheme was 

implemen~d in 5 hill districts of Manipur. The land ceilings 

* 

13. 

Gam - means a tract or Ulacts of land in the hill areas 
held by a chief under a boundary paper or grant issued 
em made ~Y government or in accordance with any law in 
force. 

Pre-budget 1987-88 Economi_£ Review of Maniour, Direc
tor ate ol Ecoiiaulcs & statl sties, Government of 
Manipur, Imphal, June 1987, p.3t. 



and compensation schemes were implemented in the three 

vaJ.._ley districts only. The physical target for the first 

scheme in the Sixth Five Year Plan period (1980-85) WEtS 

12, 500 he~taresr but the achievement was 3, 206 hectares only. 

This shortfall in achieving the target was due to the non-
the 

extension of[Manipur land revenue and land reforms Act 1960 

to hill areas. 14 The hill survey could only be ¢arr ied out 

where there was no opposition. Even written objections had 

also been sUbmitted by some headmen • 

The seventltFive Year Plan also evolved 4 schemes. 15 They 

are: (i) extension of survey and settlement in the hill areas, 

(ii) re-survey operations to update the land records in 

the valley areas with implementation of land ceiling laws, 

(iii) establishment of a survey and settlement training 1nstitu~ aJ 

(iv) financial assistance to the allottes of ceiling surplus 

land and Government w.a&te land. 

The total· area surveyed during 1985-86 was 397.80 hec-

tares as against the target of 2, 500 hectares. The physical 

target for 1986-87 was also 2, 500 hectares. 16 The scheme 

of re-survey. operatioos and updating land records in the 

14. 

15. 

Ibid. --
.!9~ 

Ib4.d. -



valley districts was continued with the implementa~ion 

of land ceiling laws underthe l.opoint programme. There 

was a target for taking up re-survey in 20 villages dur.ing 

1986-87. Durin;J 1985-86, 255.00 acres were acquired and 

250.85 acres were distributed to the landless persons 

under the third scheme. 17 Necessary steps had been taken 

up for construction of buildings and ground improvement 

for the institute during 1986-87. All the schemes except 

financial assistance programme are to be continued during 

1987-88. The total outlay for the seventh Five Year Plan 

(1985-90) is Rs.l50 lalchs while the actual expenditure for 

1985-86, the anticipated expenditure tor 1986-87 and approved 

outlay for 1987-88 are respectively Rs. 24.14 lakhs, R.S. 30 

lalchs and Rs. 25 lalchs. 18 

17. 

18. 

!2!2· 
Ibid. -



CHAPTER (i;;) 
\.~ 

CHANGES IN LAND IDLDING S'IRUC'IUR E IN 
MANIPUR ( 1 l:rJ 1- 198 2) 

3. 0 IntrOduction 

In the preceding chapter the historical background of 

land holding patterns and subsequent land reform legislation 

in Manipur has been outlined. The pur pose of thia .chapter 

is to examine whether there has been any significant change 

in the agrarian structure of Manipur in recent ye~s. To 

the extent that there has been substantial change, the 

study attempts to fiRd out what are the factors responsible 

and the policy implications with special ~eterence ·to the 

development of the agr icul tur al sector. In the context of 

any strategy for agricultural development, detailed knowledge 

of the structure and characteristics of agricultural holdings 

is imperative for effective and efficient planning and 

implementation of prograRil'IEts. For this purpose it is essen

tial to have information on a.n.s>~ttional hol2ing! 1 basis, 

as well as an &4 ownership holdings basis. 

------
t. An operational holding is defined as all land which 

is uaed wholly or· partly for agricul tur a1 production 
and is operated as one. •technical un1 t• by one person 
alone cr with others without regards to t1 tles, legal 
form, _size ex ~cation. A ''technical uni t• is defined as 
that unit whictitunder the same management end has the 
same means of production such as labour, macbinery aad 
aaim&ls. 
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Infccmation by ~nership holding size class serve~ 

to provide an idea about the dis t:r ibution of weal t~ but 

information by opera tiona! holdings iB mcce Jrnportant fcc 

the implementation of prOduction oriented programnes. It 

is the operational holding which is the fundamental unit 

of decision making in agriculture and hence, the key unit 

for developnent progr anmes aimed at improving the lot of 

individual cultivators. The speci fie object! ves of this 

part of the study are. ; first, to find out the nature and 

extent of variation over time in the pattern of ownership 

and opet:ational holdings and secondly, to examine what 

policy implications can be derived from the findings. 

3. 1 .Qata b£e! 

Data on various aspects of laad holdings, in Manipur 
<\. 

have been collected mainly from two sources: (i) All India 

report on Agricultural Census 2 1970-71 and 1981-82, and 
reporits 

(ii) National Sample survey arganisatioa~OR laDdholdings 

for 1970-71 and 1981-82. HoWever, the analysis is largely 

based on N s, s data by virtue of its COmparability due to 

the similarity of definition of variables and methodology 

2. All Iadia Report· on Agricul tur a1 censuses 19'70-71 
and 1981-82, Directorate of Eco. Stat., Minis try 
of Aqriculture,. GOI, New Delhi. 

3. N S S 0 , (i) N S S ~th Round No. 215, 1970-71, 
(ii) N. s .s 37tb Round No. 330 and 331 of 1982-82, 

Department of Statl.stics, New Delhi. 



of data collection over time. The same cannot be sai1 of 

the Agricultural oensus in the case of Manipur. Also the 
, 

•All India report on agricultural census series is limitPd 

to a report on the area and the number of operational hold

ings. 4 The other sources of data include the population 

census of India5 and the Statistical Handbook of Manipur 

aeries. 

In. the process of analysing the changing s~ucture of l~nd 

holdings in Manipur, the following aspects have been examined. 

First of all, the changes in the operational holdings in 

terms of total number and size class dist1:ibution have been 

discussed. Secondly, changes in the average size of the 

holdings ha-ve been examined. Subsequently, an attempt is 

made to find out the extent to which Observed changes vi th 

respect to operational holdinqs can be accounted for by 

changes iD owaers hip holdings, changes in the lease market, 

changes in total cultivated area and demographic changes 

including changes in the occupational structure. The 

"· 

s. 

Data oa Owaership holdinqa aspect .-e not qivttD 
~oc Manipur in" All India repcrt on Agrieul tur al 
Census• t97o-71 •d tgQO-St. 

' . POpUlation census of IDdia, Manipur. Series 13. 
19'71 & 1981. 
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aRalysis is done in terms of the broad size classes
6 

adopted 

. by the Agr icul tur al censuses. These size classes are 

(1) Marginal, (2) Small, (3) semi-medium, (4) Medium and 

(5) Large holdings. 

3. 3 Inconsistency b!twe~n lq! i.£Y.! tur t! 
~e~sus alld ~.s S....Q Data.regarding 
gper atlo~al tio!gin9.§ 

\ 

Compar ~son, of data from the two maj cr sources on opera

tiona! holdings reveals glaring inconsistencies (see tables 

3.1 and 3.1a). ·The number of household operational holdings 

according to the Agricultural census, was estimated at 

136,100 in 1981-82 as a;Jainst 80,000 ill 1970-71, whereas 

the NSS for the same period shows 159,300 iA 1981-82 as 

against 115,400 in 1970-71. The avera:;Je size of operational 

holdings inc:reased from 1. 15 hectares in 1970-71 to 1. 24 

hectares in 1981-82, according to Agricultural census. On 

the other hand average size of operational holdings accccding 

-----------------
6. According to the All India Report on Agricultural 

Census, the size classes are defined as follows& 

(i) Marginal holdings - Below 1 hectare 
(ii ) Small holdings - 1 to 2 hectares 

(iii) Semi-Medium· holdings - 2 to 4 hectares 
{iv) Medium holdillgs - 4 to 10 hectares <•) Large hold! ngs - 10 & above hectares 

As· af 1981-82, the NSS adopts the same nomenclature 
for the ·in-tervals under 1.01 beet., 1.01-2.02 heet., 
2. 3 to 4.04 beet., 4.05 to 10.2 beet. and 10.13 beet. 

& above respect! vely. 



size class of 
operational 
holdings 

Below 1 hect. 

1 - 2 beet. 

2 - 4 beet •. 

4 - 10 hect. 

10 - above 

All sizes 

Table 3. 1: !! tim~te.5L!.9..:. Of ~'f!rJLtional holdings Ed area 
2Eer!ted b~.size c §As !3 _.2!_ op~r 51 t:;!.s?E_,.!__tl9~g§ 
Man1PU£ 

--Estrma=- Estima- Estima- Estima-. Changes Changes Average 
ted no. ted ar- ted no. ted area in ao. ia area operat-
of ope- ea ope- of ope- operated of ope- operated ional 
rational rated rational in •oo rational in •oo holdings 
holdings in •oo holdings he ct. holdings hec~. far each 

" in •oos in •oos size in • OOs hes;ji. 
Ct 97 0- 1 97 11 - C1981-1982r-- (1981--82 T(98t-82 class 

- < 19"7 0-7 1 >- ( 1 97 o- 197'0":71. 
7 

595 324 839 390 244 66 

410 565 611 7 31 201 166 

135 336 130 307 -5 -29 

13 65 12 57 -1 -8 

1 8 1 38 30 

1154 1298 1593 1523 4 39 225 

source: National sample survey, 
(1) For 19'70-71, N s S 26th Round, No. 215 

(ii) For 1981-82, N S S 37th ROWld, No. 331 
Report Oil Laad holdings - 2 f.?perational 
Some aspects of Household holdings 1987 
Department of Statistics, New Del hi. 

0.54 

1. 38 

2.4 9 

5.0 

8 

1. 12 

Average 
size of 
opera-
tional 
holdings 
in each 
size 
~~§~ ... 
1-!fll-82 

0.46 

1. 20 ... -......, , _ 
2. ~ 

_. 

4.75 
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Table 3.1a: 

- -Size class of Difference ·Number of hold- Difference 
operational holdings Arel ~in 'OQ hect) iDgs ~b. '%Rsl 
U.n hectatres) t9'7o::u t98Q-81 1970:.:-.1 l 0.81 

1 ·~ ~ 4 5 - 6 .... --

Below 1 beet. t75 356 181 3'Z7 651 324 

1 - 2 he ct. 406 650 244 343 476 133 

2 - 4 he ct. 292 5 34 24 2 120 206 86 . - 10 hect. 47 150 103 10 28 18 

10 & above 7 4 0 Neg Neg 

~~----~-------~--------------~----~-~-----------------------~-----~--~-------~~---All sizes 924 1694 770 800 1j) 1 

Note: {i) The 19'70-71 data have been rounded by nearest whole 
number while converting into hundreds in order to 
bring consistency with 1980-81 data. 

{ii) Neg = Negligible. 

source: All India Report on Agricultural Census, 19'70-71 and 
t98Q-8t. Department of Agriculture and Co-operation, 
Ministry of Agriculture, Govt. of India, New Del hi. 

561 

~ 
........... -



l 
Table 3.tliH ~£:'ent4~~igution 9f _!!Y.~ 

of £;>~m.993l_holding1!.J.!ld ~ 
.9E~fr a ted in_MgiJ?~ 1 • .19'7 0-; 'Z..lJE3 
..12!f:Q:~ 

l 
---------------·----~~,--------------------------·----------

__ [_ Are.§ __ _ 

1 917 0-7 1 1 980- 81 
I 

Size class 

j 

Below 1 hect. 

__..,._/' _______ -=- ---------------

: 18.9 21.0 40.8 47.8 
I 

1 ... 2 hect. /'43.9 38.3 42.8 34.9 

2 - 4 hect. 31.6 31.5 15.0 15. 1 

4 - 10 hect. s.o 8.8 1. 2 2. 0 

10 & above *Neg. •Neg. 

* Negligible 

I 
sourc;e: computed from table 3.la. 

I 
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to N s s 0 data decreased from 1.12 hectaresin 1970-71 to 

0.% hectares in t981-8 2. Thus, even qualitatively,. the 

data does not tell a consisteat.story. The reason is that 

in the t97o-71 Agricultural census, only the central dist

ricts and 13 villages of the South ·district of Manipur ~e 

covered while in Agricultural censuses of 1976-77 and 1981-

7 82, all the six districts of Mallipur were covered. In view 

of the differences in cover age, it is not possible to compare 

the data for 1981-82 census with that of the 1970-71 census. 

Since, there has been a change in the cover age even from one 

census to tl'v!! next, the comparison between Agricultural 

census data and NSS 'data is not possible. N s s . data alone 

has to be relied upon in. any attempt to trace the processes 

of change in the structure of 1 and holdings over time. 

3.4 ~agn Findings Accocding to . . s Data · 

3.4. 1 orer ational holdings aDd a sti"lbutloR by size SlEOU..E.f · 

The N s s report 215 on the 26th Round of 1970-71 

placed the total number of operational holdings in Manipur 

at 115,400. AS against this, the number of holdings at the 

7. See (i) Aaricultur§! Situation iD India, June 1981, 
p.t77 <Miiiistty-ofAgriculture, Dept. of Agriculmre 
and Co-operation, Directorate of Economics and Statts• 
tics7 (11) In the case of Punjab State too, the two 
censuses depict different methodology - Sidhu ad 
Grewal, •changing land holding structure in Punj at:> •, 
.!:l.!!· 1987, p. 29'7. 



time of N s s , 17th round (Report 331) in 1981-82 was 

estimated at tS 9, 300. (see Table 3. 1) Thus the number of 

holdings has increased by 4 3, 900 or bY 38 per cent du:r ing 

the decade between the lS th arid 37th rounds of the N s s 

surveys. 

It will be seen from the eVidence presented in table 

3. 2 that the number of holdings in the lowest size group, 

(marginal holdings having less than orie hectare) accoun~d 

for about hal£ the total number of holdings in both 1970-71 

and 1981-82. There is a slight percentage increase of 

marginal holdings over. .. the _period viz. 51.55 per cent in 

1970-71 to 52.66 per cent in 1981-82. If the number of 

holdings iD the two lowest size groups namely margina~ and 
are 

small,A combined, then they accounted far about 87 per cent 

and 91 per cent o£ the total number of holdings in 1 g]0-71 

and in 1981-82 respectively. The number of semi-medium 

and medium holdings in absolute terms as well as in p~rcentaqe 

terms showed a decline during the period. The share of 

large holdings also declined from o. 12 per cent to o.s 

per cent duriAg the same yeat& 

From the table 3. 1 1 t 1s seen that the total ere a opera

ted by all holding sizes combined in t98t-82 vas 15 2, 300 

hectares as against 129,800 hectares in 1970-71. The pE!!['cen
area 

tage change in operat~in 1981-82 over 1970-71 was 17.3 

per cent whereas the percentage change of number of holdings 



Size ciass Of 
operational 
holdings 

Below 1 heet. 

1 - 2 heet. 

2 - 4 beet. 

4 • 10 beet. 

10 & above 

All sizes 

.... 
%area eumu.-:- ---% opera- % are a ·.% opera- eumu.. Cum.u. Cumu •. 

tional opera~ tional operat- % dist. % dist. % d!st. % dist. 
~!S!!.l9s ed holdings ..!!!. ___ of opera- of area of ope- of area 

tiC*al operated rational opera-

J.l!l0-1 ~ 1l-- H 981-19821 
holdi~ holdi]gJ ted 
:=Ji. -1!Zii- Jl9eJ.-:lE2I-

s 1.55 25.0 52.66 ~.60 s 1.55 25.0 5 2.66 25.60 

35.52 43.5 3 38.35 48.0 87.07 68.53 91.01 73.6 

11.69 26.00 8.16 20.15 98.76 94.53 99. 17 93.75 

1.12 s.o 0.75 3.74 99.88 99.53 99. 92 97.49 

0.12 0.6 o.o8 2. 5 100 100 100 100 

100 100 100 100 

.,.,_._ .. --
Cumu. - Cumulative 

sourcez Computed from table 3. 1 

.;::... 
.;;.. 
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in 1981-82 over 1970-71 was 38 per cent. This obviously 

means that there has been a decline in the avera4Je area per 

·opera ted holding. 

The aver age size of oper atioual holdings provides the 

basis for judging whether a holding is viable or not, not 

merely from the point of view of enough surplus generation 

for reinvestment but also to what extent the produce there

from would be adequate for his sustenance. The average size 

of an operational holding in. 1981-82 was o. g) hectaresas 

against 1.12 hectaresin 19'70-71. This reflects the fact 

that as the population }'ressure on land increases in a back-· 

ward and pre:lominantly cgricultural economy, the availability 

of cultivable land per hea:i declines (see table 1 in the 

appendix). The decline ~ average area has been associated 

with an extension in the area under marginal holdings. Their· 

share ill ·total operated ar_ea in Manipur has shown a negligible 

increase during the period 19'70-71 to 1981-82. Thus, marginal 

holdings which accounted for about one-half of the total 

number of holdings in Manipu.r ·in both tim$ periods have 

remained a stable factor in the size strucmre of operational 

holdings in Manipur. Semi-medium, medium and large holdings 

which together accounted for about 13 per cent of all holdings 

in 1970-71 and 10 per cent in 1981-82,. held a disproportiona

tely large sh.-e of area throughout· the period. Their share 

fell slightly, however from 31 per cent in 1970-71 to 3> per 

cent in 1981-82. But if we take only medium and large 



holdings combined then they account fer a very small pro-

portion of the total (about 1. 24 per cent in 1 CII0-71 and 

less than 1 per cent in 1981-82) number Of holdings and 

claim only 5 per cent of the total operated area. This 

1'1 

indicates that there are hardly any big land holders in 

Manipur. Marginal and small holdings dominate both in terms 

Of number of holdings and in terms of operated area. The 

nwnber of Operational holdings above 10 hectares are 

negligible. The Gini Co-efficient of operational holdings 

calculated for 19'70-71 and 1981-82 Showed an increase in 

value. The Gini value was 0. 324·16 in 1CI70-71 as against 

o. 33227 in 1981-82. This suggests a small increase in the 

inequality of dis~ ibution of land. 

3.4. 2 .Q_wnershiR...,HOl~ngs 

In this section an attempt has been made to explain 
the 

the causes of[ changes in operational holdings as repcrted 

in the preceding section. The information regarding owner

ship holdings gives sane insight into the wealth distribu

tion. Moreover ownership holdings together w1 th lease market 

behaviour will largely explain the reported changes in. the 
' 

operational holdings. The logic is simple.- operated area 

is equal to owned area minus leased out at'ea plus leased in 

area. 

Before going into further details, it. is important t.o 

make a po.t.n t. here in regard to the nature of the changes 



u: 

that N s s data reported in respect of ownership holdings. 

Table 3. 3 shows that there has been a remarkable increase 

in both area and number of ownership holdings during the 

interv.al between 1971 and 1981 while the Net sown Area (NSA) 

8 reported by .. Indian Agricultural statistics" , showed a 

decline during the same period. Froin the table 3. 3 it is 

seen that the number of households owning land in Manipur 

was estimated at 236,400 in 1981-82,. as against 132,300 in 

1 g]0-71 showing 78.6 per Cf:!nt increase in the interval. 

While the total area owned by all sizes holdings in 1981-82 

was 173,300 hectares as against 110,7CO hectares in 1rn0-11 

showing 56.5 per cen~· increaSe over the interval. In dis-

tinct contrast to this, the data on NSA given by •Indi an 

Aqr icul tur a1 Statistics • showed a decline over the same 
. . 

period from 17 9 thousand hectares to 140 thousand hectares. 

This constitutes a gross inconsistency. This remarkable 
46 

change reported in number of holdings as wellAin the owned 

area over the period gives grounds for skepticism about the . 
reliability of the N S s data. 

While the change in the absolute numbers reported may 

be an overestimation, the distribution of holdings by size 

class may still reflect true changesin terms of shares. ft'om 

the table 3.4 it is seen that the number of holdings in the 

8. For NSA data given by Indian Agricultural Statistics,· 
refer table 3 in the appendix. 



s1ze class of 
owDership 
holdinqs 

Bel ow 1 beet. 

1 - 2 he ct. 

2 - 4 he ct. 

4 - 10 beet. 

10 & above 

All sizes 

Table 3. 3: §!t:imated number of Households agd ownership are.§ 
owDE!d by sj.;e class of-ownersfilp_holdinw, 19'io:~l 
& 1981-82, Mcmlpur 

Is t:Ima- Estima- Estlma: Estima- Changes Changes Average 
ted no. ted ao. ted no. ted no. in no. in es- owner-
of hou- of area of hou- of area of h~- . t:imated ship 
seholds (in •oo seholds · (in •oo seholds area holdings 
(in 'O.Ql .!!!S.W..' ~in 'OQl hec.l!,.L ~.o.L ('00 for each 

981-- hect:~ size 
82)- -n-981- sl.s.§!L_ 

(1970-1971) (1981-1982) (1970- 82)- 1970-71 
71) (1970-

7 

880 342 1591 57 3 711 231 0.39 

331 4 31 638 766 307 335 1. 30 

95 24 3 122 296 27 53 2.56 

16 83 12 60 -· -23 s. 18 

1 8 1 38 0 30 8 

1323 '1107 2364 17 33 1041 626 0.84 

source: National Sample survey 
(i) For 19'7~-71, N S S 26th Round No. 215 

(11) For 1981-82, N S S 37th Round No. 330r 
Report on Land holdings - 2 
Sane aspects of household ownership holdings 1988 
oepar tment of Statistics, New Delhi. 

~veraqe 
owner-
ship 
holdings 
for each 
size 
class 
1981-8 2 

o. ~ ~ 
.-.-........._ 

1. 20 

2.4 2 

s.o 
38 

o. 7 3 



ilze class of 
ownership 
holdings 

Bel ow 1 ·heet. 

1 - 2 heet. 

2 - 4 beet. 

4 - 10 hect. 

10 & abow 

All sizes 

number of 
Table 3.4: .f.!!.Sent§9e. distriby tion Oft households ~nd area 

owned by size cl..t,ss ·of household ownershi_p 
1io1d!n9s (t970-71 and ];98t-82L Manlpur 

% of 
house
holds 

" area 
owned 

(19'70-19'71) 

66.51 3o.e 9 

0.1 

100.0 

38.93 

21.95 

7.4 9 

0.74 

100.0 

% of . 
house.l. 
holds ---

(1981-l982l· 

67. 3 33.06 

27.0 
. 

s. 16 

o.s 
0.54 

100.0 

44.2 

11 .oa 

3.46 

2. 2 

100.0 

Cum.u• Curn:u.-
% dist. % diet. 
of hou- of area 
seholds owned 

Ii!? o-1 en tr 
66.51 

91.52 

9f3. 7 

99.9 

100.0 

30.89 

6 9.82 

91.77 

99.26 

100.0 

Cumu. - Cumulative 

source: computed from table 3. 3 •. 

Cumru.' Currru.·-:-
" dist. % dist. 
of hou- of area 
seholds owned 

:<i2~t-~82L_ 

67.3 33.06 

94. 3 

99.46 

99.96 

100.0 

77. 26 

94.34 

97 .s 

tOO.C 

,._ --



lowest si2e category group. namely. the marginal holdings 

(less than one hectare), accounte<i for about 67 per cent 

dln bOth 1970-71 and 1981-82. The number of marginal and small 

holdings together accounted for about 91 per cent and 94 per 

cent in 19'70-71 and 1981-82 of the total number of households 

owning land; while semi-medium, medium and large size 

~hol,dings combined accounted for the rest of the number of 

holdings viz. 9 per cent in 1970-71 and 6 per cent in 1981-82. 

The stability in the distribution of ownershd.p holdings 

across the size classes is remarkable. What is observed in 

most states of India is that the area and number of households 

owning land belonging to the bottom category tend to mul ti..ply 

.9 
over time as the land owned is subdivided among the heirs. ··· 

However. in Manipur the data on occupational structure (see 

table 3. 9) is consistent with the view that a large number of 

marginal ownen sold out land during the decade and shifted into 

urban areas and particularly into tertiary sector occupations. 
the 

This may be a possible explanation for[stability in the distri-

bution of land ownership holdings. As in the case of opera

tional holdings, the ownership holdings distribution also 

shows t·he predominance of marginal and small holdings. How

ever the number of ownership holdings in the bottom size class 

is far above the ccxresponding nwnber of operational holdings, 

9 • .see, for example. the discussion 1D the Mid· Term 
Appraisal, Chapter 2, seventh Five Ye~ Plan, t985-90, 
P-lanning comrrrission, Govt. of India, New Del hi. 
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and the 9?P between the two has been widening over time. In 

1971, there were ae,ooo owners, but only 59,500 operatcrs 

of holdings below one hectare. Evidently 28,500 owners, 

(or 32 per cent) either leased out all their owned land, or 

leased in sufficient area to raise themselves above the one 

hectare operational holding mark. The corresponding figures 

for 1981 indicatesthat more than 47 per cent of marginal 

owners were either leasing out, or leasing in to enhance 

their operated area. This behaviour tends to reinforce the 

view that marginal holdings are being viewed by their owners, 

increasingly as uneconomic propositions, and that in the 

presence of alternative opportunities small owners are tend

ing to shift out of self-cultivation. 

AS stated already, the percentage c~anges in owned 

are~ tin 1981-82 over 1970-71 was 56.5 per cent while the 

change for number of household ownership holdings was 78.6 . 

per cent. This implies that the average size of ownership 

holdings has decreased during the interval (refer table 3. 3). 

Although the fall ia average size of holdings is credible, 

the increase iD the absolute number of hectares owned, as 

noted earliec on the f3<:8 of it, is improbable. Prom 

table 3.4 it is seen that the area of marginal holdings and 

its share in total owned -area has shown a slight increase. 

The marginal and small holdings which together acco\lnted for 

more than 90 per cent in both time periods, of the total 



r.· 
t}(.;., 

number of holdings in Manipur, are reported to have owned 

more than 70 per cent of the total owned area. This is a 

clear indication that a large portion of land owned is held 

in uneconomic size hOldings: the income accrued from such 

area holdings must be meagre. Many households must be supple

menting their income by supplementary economic activity. The 

semi-mediwn, medium and large holdings combined showed a 

modest decline in number and area during 10 year periOd. 

This suggests that there has been a trend toward more equi

table distribution of ownership holdings. Thti$ probability 

is confirmed by the fall in the value of Gini Coefficient 

fran 0.402637 in 1970-71 too. 380699 in 1981-82. On compa-

rison of the degrees of inequality in distribution of owner

ship holdings with that of operational holdings as indicated 

by respect! ve Gini values, it was fOund that the distribution 

of operational holdings was much less unequal than ownership 

holdingsdistribution in Manipur. Thd.s implies that tenancy 

improves the distribution of land holdings in Manipur. 

(However, the degree of inequality in operational holdings 

deteriorated mildly over the ye~s.) Therefore, it can be 

said, that Manipar is still cme of those areas of India where 

•sUb sis teDce teDaDcy n rather than •conmerci al tenancy• 

dominates. 

3. 4. 3 Le t!e Mat:ke t 

Data concerning land leased out was collected frcn 

N s .s documents covering the period 19'70..71 and 1981-82. 
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The various rounds of the N s S did not provide comparable 

tO data on land leasing in for Manipur state. · Therefore the 

analysis could be done for land leased out only. Changes 

in the leased out market will affect the leased in market 

directly i.n that for an economy as a whole, the total area 
11 

leased out[_inevi tably equal to the total•at'ea leased in. 

However, the total number of households leasing out land does 

not necessarily equal the total number of households 

leasing in land - because, an owner leasing out 5 acres may 

be leasing to 2 or 3 different tenants. The uncomparability 

of leased in data in the case of Manipur constitutes a limi

tation of the analysis. in this section. 

Table 3. 5 shows the details of the land leased out in 
f 

Manipur. Fran the table, it is seen tha_t a substantial decline 

in the number of households and area leased out has been 

reported over the years. The number of households leasing 

out in 1981-82 was 6 thousand as a;Jainst 13 thousand in 197Q-

71, while the area leased out in 1981-82 was 6044 hectares 

as against 164 90 hectares in 1970-71. In all size categories 

too, the nwnber of households leasing out land and area 

tO• For 1981-82 data for leasing iJ 1~ in urban sectcr: 
for Manipur is absent In the N s.ji 37th round, while 
both for urban and rural sector~as given 'in the case 
of 19'70..71 in 26th round of N S s • Since the whole 
analysis in this section is done on the basis of rural 
and urban _c9mb in~d it is not consistent to do analysis 
for leased i!! for rural sector only. 



size class of 
owners hip 
hOld}n5lS 

Below 1 hect. 

1 - 2 hect. 

2 4 he ct. 

4 - 10 hect. 

10 & above 

All sizes 

No. of househOlds Area leased out 
l~sing 2gt (• OOsl 
1 o~11 1~1-e.l.. 

~· 00 hect1 2 
1M o-7 1 • 1 §el-8 2 

n 10 15.7 3 4.7 

47 39 39. 26 24.24 

35 11 65.13 32.0 3 

10 0 4.1.87 0 

1 3 

130 60 164.9 60.44 

Source: N s s 
(i) 26th Round No. 215, 19'70-71 

(ii). 37th Round No. 330, 1981-82~ 

C..1 
.+;... 



leased out registered a decline. From the table 3.6 too 

it is seen that the share of lan;Jowning households leasing 

out aAd corresponding area leased out in the year 1970-71 

and 1981-82 were 'declining for all size classes. In 1 mo.. 

71, the percentage of landowning households in the marginal 

category leasing out land was 4. 20 per cent which subsequently 

fell to 0.6 3 per cent in 1981-8 2, while the area leased out 

in the same size class also declined from 4.6 per cent to 

0.82 per cent in the same interval. Similarly for the small 

holdingssize class too, the percentage of landowning house

holds leasing out and area leased out also declined (refer 

table 3.6). For the larger size classes 

namely semi-medium, medium and large category, the reported 

decline .in households leasing out and area leased out was 

quite substantial - IA 1981-82 medium and large holdings 

category repcr ted no households leasing out and correspon

dingly no area leased out. This observed fall in the area 

leased out as well as landowning households leasing out 

may be due to either (i) selling out land or (ii) the resump

tion of land for personal cultivation. In view of the 

relative stability in the number of 1 andowning households 

and corresponding area owned in the bot tom size categcry 

as reported already, 1 t seems that the marginal and small 

laadowner households have sold out their land and earned 

their liVings elsewhere. Alternatively these households 

leased in additional land ad thereby shifted up to upper 



Table 

Size class of 
owaership 
holdings 

Below 1 hect. 

1 - 2 he ct. 

2 - 4 hect. 

4 - 10 hect. 

10 & above 

All sizes 

3.6 & Percentsee distribution of households 
.owned area and number le~slng out 6y 
size lla~s o·f ownershlpoldings 1970-
11 - 98:0.](2, ManlPur 

Percentage of 1 and- Per een tage of are a 
~ing households 

- . lesased EUt_ leged ous; -1970-71 1981-8 2 19'70-71 1981-82 

4. 20 0.6 3 4.6 0.82 

14.20 6. 11 9. 11 3. 16 

36.84 9.02 26 .eo 10.82 

6 2.50 0 50.44 0 

100.00 - 37 .so 0 

9.83 2.54 14.90 3.4 9 

SourCe: derived frOm tables 3. 3 & 3.5. 

, ... -., ·-· ~ 



size categories. However, the case of selling out land 

owned over the years is a more plausible explanation. 

Because Of the uneconomic size of their holdings many of 

these cultivators would have been unable to support them.. 

selves without resorting to outs ide earnings. (The analy

sis of figures on occupational structures in the table 

3. 9 supports this interpretation which will be discussed 

later). On the other hand, the decline in the households 

leasing out land and area leased out belonging to upper 

size category may be due to the resumption of 1 and initially 

leased out. This is also a plausible explanation because 

as agricultural productivity increases due to application 

of modern inputs and techniques of production, the large 

owners of land found it increasingly profitable to eng age 

in self-cultivation. Moreover, the gini co-efficient in 

operational holdings showed a marginal deterioration of 

inequality. 

In the light of the above propos! t!on it would be 

meaningful to analyse the shift in occupational structure 

during the years between 19'71 and 1981. For this analysis 

the source of data is the population census Of India 19'71 

and 1981. 'l'_,les 3. 7 and 3. 8 provide the details of occu-

pational structure in terms of persons, males and females 

and their respective growth rates pertaining to -years 1 <n 1 

and 1981. From the study of the table 3~7 it is evident 

that there has been a remarkable increase in th~ absolute 
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Table 
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t. Cultivators 

2. lqr icul tur al 1 abourer s 

3. Livestock, forestry, 
fishing, hunting & plan
tations or chard and 
allied activities 

4. Mining and quarrying 

5. Manufacturing, precessing, 

248480 

135 25 

2326 

90 

serving & repairs 4 07 34 

a) Household industry 
b) other than household 

· industry 

6. construction 

7. Trade & cc::mnerce 

e. Transport,storage & ccmnu-
nications 

9. Other services 

10. Total work fcrce 

34625 

6tlt 

4627 

13149 

4044 

4 3888-

370863 

1670 38 

8662 

2045 

79 

5882 

4570 

·45 38 

7669 

3989 

40963 

2454 35 

8;~·/ 364621 
• .J • 

4863 

281 

1t 

28741 

t541 

89 

5480 

55 

2925 

1254 28 

28613 

5577 

222 

65787 

55495 

10292 

10781 

193~ 

5148 

7 3254 

57,3339 

21186 2 

10$1 

5809 

124 

667 3 

7815 

10095 

10402 

5076 

6 34 25 

3.3124 2 

11. Total popul a ti on 107 275 3 541675 5 31078 14 2095 3 7 21006 

Source: Population Census of India, Manipur 
series, tnt and l98t. 

15 275 9 

1765 2 

768 

98 

48822 

2477 

686 

8934 

72 

9829 

24 2097 

6 99947 



Types of we$ ker 

----··--
1. cul ti vatoc s 

2. Agri. labourers 

3. Livestock 

4. MiniAg & quarrying 

Compoun~ annual growth 
=:gte_! __ (~ 
Per sons Maie ···Female 

3. 91 

7.78 

9.14 

9.45 

2.41 

2. 38 

8. 93 

4.61 

6.49 

13.76 

10.58 

24.45 

5. Manufacturing,_ process- 4. 91 
ing, serving & repairs 

a) Household industry 

b} Other than household 
industry 

6. Constructions 

7. Trade & coomerce 

8. Transport, storage 
& conmunication 

9. Other services 

10. Total wcxk force 

11. Total population 

4.83 

5. 35 

2.44 

s. 26 

4.45 

2.85 

1. 27 

5. 51 

8. 32 

3. 10 

4.47 

3.04 

2. 90 

source c computed from table 3. 7 

5.44 

4.86 

22.66 

5.01 

2. 7 3 

12.89 

6.80 

:2.80 



number of female workers in all types of industrial cate

gory of worker. The increase in female workers has been 

conspicuously high in the case of "t)ouseholg indus try•~ 

•other_.§!E..Y!£!!• and agricultural labourers (refer table 

3. 7). Consequently the annual compound growth rates were 

far above the population and total work force growth rates. 

In spite of the outstanding role played by women in the 

Manipur econany, the reported picture shown by the above 

seem highly inflated. The exaggeration of the increase in 

female worker rates appears to be due to the changes in 

the definition11 of worker adopted by the 1971 and 1981 

censuses. In the light of the changes in the census defi

nitions, the data on female workers cannot be compared for 

the decade 19'71 to 1981. H~ever, the change in the census 

definition of workers does not appear to have affected the 

intercensal comparability of the data on male workers 

significantly. Hence, the present analysis of changes 

in occupati.onal structure is focussed on male workers only. 

An important fact which emerges frOm the table 3.8 

showing population aDd worker growth rates is that the 

annual compouDd growth rates of' male cultivators (2. 41 per 

cent) aDd agricultural labourers (2. 38 per cent) were 

For the discussion of the sharp decline in female 
work- participation rates in 19'71 (as c~pared to 
1961), see census of India 1971, series:I India.- J 

Miscellaneous Studies, Paper 1 of 19'74, Report 
on Resurvey on Ec<Xlomic Questions ~ sane tesula. 



substantially below the rateS of growth of both the total 

male work force (3.04 per cent) and of total male popula

tion (2. 90 per cent). This strongly suggests that there 
been 

must have[a shift from the agricultural secta: to nae-agri-

cultural occupations, while the annual canpound growth rates 

of male workers belonging to the secondary and tertiary 

sectors have been much higher than the growth ratesof total 

male work fcrce and total male population. (refer table 3.8). 

An attempt was made to estimate the nwnber of male 

workers who must have shifted out of and into specified 

occupations. This was done by, first estimating the number 

of workers there should have been in each industrial cate-

gory iD 1981, had the 19'71 nwnbers increased at (a) the male 

population growth rate, or (b) the male w<rk force growth 

rate. This procedure defined a range of estimated 1981 

workers in each of the nine main occupational categories. 

Then the ccrresponding actual 1981 figures wre compared 

with these estimated values. The figures are shown in 

table 3. 9. The difference between the estimated 1981 

values and the actual figures define the magnitude and 

direction Of occupational shifts over the decade, in teriD9 

of a range tor each occupation. Thus, as can be seen from 

the table 3. 9, the number of male workers who shifted out of. 

the cultivation is likely to have been between 10,461 and 

13,530. 'l'here is an unanOiguous net shift out of agricul

tural labour as well. Therefore, altbouqh individual 



Types of wc:cker s 

Table 3. 9: Es timate9_number Of_mgle workers Shif~d C?yt Of 
ad into s;rafied ocs::}l~tions betwe~.n ,l971 5ed 
1981 i,n MJID pw: 

Estimated total Estimated change Actual 
male workers in in nos. in abs.olu- change 
1981 if grew at te terms 1981 over in num-

1 <n 1 ~ct~§l MAle§ .. bers 
2. 90% 3.04% Assuming Assuming 1981 

No. of male ... ror'kers 
shifted from each 
OCCUESLtipn cstegorx 
Assuming Assuming 
case A case B 

(case A) (case B) case A case B over 12.1L-L5- 3 ) ( 5 - 4 ) --- .. ...._~-- ... --..----- ·- --=;--4 - 5_ 6 

1. Cul tivatcrs 222348 225 392 55285 58329 44824 -10461 -135 30 

2. Aqri. labourers 11528 11686 2866 3024 2299 -567 -7 ;!3 

3. Livestock, forestry, 
fishing, hunting, or-
chard and allied acti-
vi ties 27 22 2759 677 714 2764 2087 2050 

4. Mining Q quarrying 105 107 26 28 45 

5. M anuf ac tur ing 
a) Household industry 7829 7 936 1947 2054 7 91 -1156 -126 3 
b) Other than household 

industry 6082 6166 1512 1596 3245 17 33 164 9 

6. Constructions 6040 6122 1502 1584 5557 4055 397 3 

7. Trade & comnerce 10207 10347 25 38 2678 27 33 195 55 

e. Trans por t, storage & 
communications 5309 5 382 1320 1393 1087 -233 -306 

9. other services 54519 55265 13556 14 302 2246 2 8906 8160 

source: Computed from tables 3. 7 and 3.8. 

--~"' . -' ( \ 



cultivators may have beccme agricultural labourers, (and 

~ :!!:£!_R), 9t lea.§.! 10,500 cultivators appear to have 

abandoned agriculture a1 together. It may be noted that the 

corresponding net increase in the secondary and tertiary 

sector occupations combined is greater than that of the 

estimated number of male workers who shifted out of agri

culture. Part of this is apparently due to the absorption 

of former household industry worke-rs into the Don-household 

industry sub-sector and other non-agricultural occupations, 

and part of it is due to an increase in the total male work

force at a faster rate than the population growth ra~. Most 

of the new jobs have appeared in the occupational categories 

9, 6, 3 and 5 (b) in that order of ranked impOrtance (refer 

table 3. 7). 

These results fit in very well with the interpretations 

placed upon the findings related to the land market. The 

decline in the incidence of leasing out by small land owners, 

and the stability in their share of households aDd area des pi t:e 

population pressure on land, is likely to be the outcome of 

land sales by the erstwhile owners of uneconanic holdings. 

3.5 i:nJIEYt!Conclusi2P fDd poli~ 
· p ica ons 

The study revealed that there has been a predominance 

of marginal and small land holdings size in both ownership 

and operational holdingsstructure in Manipur. It was seen 



that more than 90 per cent of the households and area in 

the ease of both ownership and operational holdings were 

in the marginal size qate:Jary. The average size of the 

area operated was about one hectare which is uneconomic. 
the 

One distinctive feature off land holding pattern in Manipur 

has been the virtual absence of large land owners. Also 

there has been a remarkable stability of the nwnber of land

owning households as well as area in the marginal and small 

size category. There has been a drastic fall in the ntllllber 

of landowning households leasing out land and hence in 

corresponding area leased out. These observations suggest 

that the landowners belonging to the lower size category 

sold out their land and souqht employment in other sectors. 
the Observed 

This interpretation hu been supported by,tshift of a larqe 

number of workers from the a:Jricultural sector, together 

with the corresponding gains in the secondary and tertiary 

sectors. 

The existence of J;redQDinantly small size category 

holdings suggests that the success of any long term policy 

for the future development of the Manipur economy lies in 

opening up new avenues in the non-aqricultural sector. This 

will make it possible to shift the redundant labourers from 

the agricultural aector to the secondary and tertiary sectors~ 

thereby increasing the per worker productivity of the 

agricultural aector. To quote w.A. Lewis, "If peasant 



agriculture is to be put on its feet, the number of peasants 

must be reduced drastically in relation to land that they 

now occupy, so that each family may be able to have a 

12 the 
reasonable acreage... However inLshort, intermediate 

and even in the long run it will be necessary, not only ;:o enhanc• 

1 abour productivity in agriculture, but also land producti-

vity, by stimulating technological change within agriculture, 

and initiating·infrastructural development aimed at the 

farm sector. In pat'ticular, efforts will have to be inten-

sified to make available the yield increasing .;Jricultural 

inputs like HYV seeds, fertilizer, irrigation and other 

agricultural equipment. suited to small sized holdings as 

well as provision of credit. 

.. 

12. Lewis, !?R• .£!!:. 



CHAPTER IV 

PRODUCTION PER FOR MANCE OF 
MANIPUR ~IOJLTURE 

4. 0 .!.!! troduction 

Agriculture occupies a dominant place in the economy 

of ManipUr since there is virtually no medium or large 

scale industry. 'The main source of livelihood is naturally 

agriculture and activities allied to it • 

The study of broad trendSin foodgrains production over 

· the years is essential to have a broad perspective of growth 

rates and also will give an insight into t~ prevailing agri

cultural conditions of the state. In Manipur the share of 

foodgrains output in total agricultural ·production has been 

nearly cent percent. There has been hardly any cultivation 

of cash and other corcunercial crops a"t a sjgni ficant scale. 

Among the foodgrains crops, rice alone accounted for about 

90 per cent of foodgrains production and about 80 per cent 

of the total cropped area (see table 2 on cropping pattern 
th~ 

in the appendix). Hence, the performance of[ agricul tur a1 

sector of the state is reflected in the changes in foodgrains 

production over the years. 

For this study, data regarding area, production and 

yi ei.d of foodgr a ins and otner major crops were collected 
n •1 

from Mea and Production of Principal crops in India for 

1. •Area & Production of Principal crops of India", Direc
torate of Economics and statistics, Ministry of Aqri
culture, Govt. of India, New Del hi. various issues • 

' 



the period from 1970-71 to 1984-85. The cbj ective of 

this study is to give an account of the nature of the 

changes in fOOdgrains production and also to find out the 

shares of basic contributing factors. 

This chapter is divided into three broad sections. 

The first section deals with an analysis of trends in food-

grains production. This is followed by an analysis of the 

relative contributions of area and yield to the changes in 

total output,and also for rice and maize separately,for 

Manipur as a whole. In the last section, the relative 

contributionsof area and yield are worked out at the district 

l~vel for rice and maize revealing the inter-district con

trastsin area and yield effects. The results are sunmed up 

in the conclusion. 

4. 1 Q!owth Perfor~~ Food51rains 
.f.r,!'duction In Manipu£ 

This part of the analysis begins with an examinatiat 

of time series data on foodgrains production. Table 4.1 

shows the information on foodgrains production over the 

fifteen years ending 1984-85. It will be seen from the table 

that the data on foodgrains production does not reveal any 

systematic pattern over the years. There have been marked 

year to year fluctuations.· From the graph 1 showing the 

trend in fOOdgr ains production, . it can be· seen that output 

1ncreaaed continuously from 1970-71 (116.6 thousand tonnes) 

until 1975-76 (303.1 thousanc1 tonnes), disregarding the 



Table 4. 1: Production of Fooggr a!.D~!llce 9nd Maiji! 
in Manipur C"!J70-7j. to 1984-85) 

Year producti_Qg ~ • 000 toiin!i:!1 
FoOd- R ce Maize 

Annual Si;_-~T~tUe year 
ple growth moving ave-

grains 

1970-71 166.6 

1 971-7 2 17 9. 9 

1972-73 174.4 

1973-74 268.5 

1974-75 300.5 
.. 

1975 .. 76: 303.1 

1 'n6-77 286.4 

1977-78 321.2 

1 'n8-7 9 27 3. 1 

19'79-80 240.5 

1980-81 291. 9 

1981-82 263.9 

1982-8 3 230. 1 

198 3-84 268. 1 

1984-85 345.2 

159.8 

158.6 

152.2 

238.6 

247.7 

276.4 

267.0 

300.0 

255.2 

227.5 

273.0 

253.1 

219.2 

255.1 

333.0 

6.8 

17. 1 

22.0 

Z'l. 2 

22.3 

23.6 

17.2 

18.9 

16.0 

10.6 

11 .a 

9. 2 

9.0 

12.2 

rates of rages of 
foodgr ai ns foodgr a ins 
production production 

(%) ( • .QOO to,nnes) 

7. 98 

-3.06 

___ s 3. 96 

11. 92 

0.87 

-5.51 

12.15 

-14.98 

-11.94 

21.37 

-9.59 

-14.17 

17.92 

28.75 

17 3.6 

207.6 

247.8 

290.7 

296.7 

303.6 

~93. 7 

Z18. 3 

3)8.5 

265.4 

262.0 

254.0 

281.1 

source a Area and Production of Principal 
crops in India (1984-85)# Directorate 
of Economics and s tati sti cs # Min is try 
of Agriculture# Govt. of India, New Delhi. 
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slight fall in production in 197 2-7 3. In 1975-76, production 

reached the first of the three major peaks at 303.1 thousand 

tonnes. Imnediately following this peak level, foodgrains 

production fell to 286.4 thousand tonnes in 1976-77. In thenext 

year a new foodgr ains pro:iuction record was set and subse-

quently production fluctuated at much lower levels, until 

1984-85, when the all-time peak of 345.2 thousand torules 

was recorded. In short, in the year to year figures no 

consistent trend is apparent. 

However, an estimation of the three year moving averages 

of the foodgrains prOduction data reveals a more systematic 

pattern of changes in foodgrains output over the years. The 
I 

!YI 
triennial averages of foodgrains production (givenLthe last 

column of the table 4.1) show a continuous and substantial 

increase in foodgrains production from 1970-71 to 1976-77 

and a continuous but more gradual decline from 1977-78 to 

1982-83. The three year moving average centered on 1983-84 

reflects the. substantial increase in foodgrains production 

during the last two years of the series. 

A glance at three year moving aver age data reveals two 

plateaus in foodgrains production, the first in the sub

period, 1974-75 to 1977-78 and the second covering the years 

from 197g,;.ao to 1981-82, in which production centered around 

296 thousand tonnes and 265 thousand tonnes respectively. 

The plateaus constitute phases of almost stagnant production 
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1 evel s of varying duration. In Manipur, the aver age level 
the 

of foodgrains production during the period of[second pla-

teau was, in fact, below that of the previous plateau. 

Similar findings 2 of recurring plateaus have also been 

repocted at the all India level. In India as a whole, the 

plateaus occurred in the early t96o•s, the early t97o•s 

and again in the late 1970's continuing into the early 

1980's. In the case of Manipur it is fOund that large 

fluctuations in output are not confined to the period 

between the plateaus but rather are spread throughout the 

entire time series. Hence, no systematic pattern can be 

established. HeM ever, the identification of plateaus high

lights a characteristic feature of the long term growth 

profile of Maniput' foodgrains production. 

From the preceding exercise it seems that the produc-

tion of foodgrains may have started to decline from the 

mid 1 97 0 • s • In order to test thi s, compound annual growth 

rates were calculated between the successive peak levels 

of foodgrains production. The results are presented in the 

table 4. 2. · What the peak-to-peak growth rates reveal is 

that while production growth rates remain positive, there 

has been (on a peak to peak basis), a continuous and 

--------·-----------
2. See (i) S.D. Sawant, •Investigation of Hypothesis 

of deceleration in In9ian agriculture•, B,!!, Oct.
Dec. 19831 (ii) Gunvant M. Desai and N. v. Namboodiri, 
•The deceleration hypothesis and yield increasing 
inputs in Indian agriculture~, lill!, Oct.-Dec. 198~. 
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substantial deceleration in foodgrains growth rates in 

Manipur. 

Table 4. 2: Com~ound Annual growth rates successive 
.i?!:a -~vel~ of FoOdgral'riSProduction, -
ManJ..pur 

--Peak 
ye~s 

1971-7 2 

1975-76 

1977-78 

1984-85 

-FOOdgr a ins 
Production 
(•ooo tonnes) 

17 9. 9 

303. 1 

321. 2 

345.2 

---Annual 
Compound 
growth 
rate (%) 

3.0 

1.03 

-----------------------------------~.--~------------
source: Calculated frQn table 4. 1. 

Note: Annual Compound growth rate was calcu
lated as 

r = W¥o -1) x 100 

where r = annual compound growth rate 

n = number of years in between the terminal 
and base year 

Pn = Foodgr ains production in nth year 

Po • Foodqrains production in base year. 

However peak-to-peak growth rate compatations take' 

into account only two points of time. Obviously such 

. measures are influenced by the choice of ini t1 al and termi

nal years and ignore the data lying between the peaks. 

In the intervening years for which tbe growth rate is 
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calculated, there may have been wide fluctuations. in 

which case this method does not reflect a realistic picture. 

However, the method of calculation is suited for those data 

which were not marked by wide year to year fluctuations 

but instead maintain a mare or less uniform pattern of 

change. In the Manipur case, it is, therefore, desirable 

to use that measure which takes into account the entire 

series of Observations. The growth rate based on a log 

linear function namely log Y = aibt where •y• is production 

and • t' represents the time variable and the gro-wth rate 

is given by ( eb- 1 )x100 takes into account all obser-

vations lying between the years. The aim here is to see 

whether the peak to peak growth rates previously calculated 

are broadly consistent with trend rates based on log linear 

function. 

Table 4. 3: Trend ~owth. rates of F,22,ggrJins product ion 

- period 

---
1970-71 to 

1977-78 to 

19'70-71 to 

GrCMth rates_2Ded on 
L%J Y=a;t9t t Vflue_ 

1977-78 10. 9* 4. 352 

1984-85 o. 20 0.088832 

1984-85 2. 9*.,.. 2.5866 

source: computed from Table 4. 1. 

· ~ • 1 per bent level of significance. 
** • 5'per aent le~el of s~~icance. 
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From table 4. 3 it is seen that, for the whole period, 
the 

that is L fi ftA.!en years from 19'70-71 to 1984-85, the trend 

growth rate wor'kei out to be about 3 per cent. When the 

function is fitted to each of the two sub-periods that is 

19'70-71 to 1977-78 and 1977-78 to 1984-85, the resulting 

trend growth rates were 10. 9 per cent and 0. 20 per cent 

respect! vely, thus indicating a ,dr a~ tl.~ de~.I.ine. in the 

most recent period. 

4. 2 .:£!1! Impact, ~e§ §!!d Yie!,g. 
~~es on.~oodgr§lns_Produ9tion 

4. 2.1 _Fea 

-.. 

Given the area under each crop and their respect! ve 

yields, the prOduction level is determined. At this stage 

of analysis, therefore it is useful to examine the .changes 

over the years in the area under foodgrains and in yields 

which have contributed to the production trends discussed 

above. 

Table 4.4 and graph 2 reveal that the area under 

foodgrains increased continuously from 19'70-71 to 19'74-75 

and remained almost constant between the years 1974-75 

to 1977-78 at around 192 to 197 thousand hectares. Follow

ing the year 1977-78 the area under foodgrains declined 

from the relatively high plateau sustained over the 1974-75 

to 1977-78 and sUbaequently maintaineda.level of between 

165 to 178 thousand hectares except tor one peak -of 

201.4 thousand hectares achieYed in 1980-81. 
\ 

"' 
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Table 4.4: Area under food<}l:'ains~ rice and .!!!.2ize in 
~i:eur:Jtr.l§;7l i<? 1.84:8;) -

-- - ·-Year Area Al"ea Area. 
(Food- (Rice) (Maize) 

grains) c•ooo ('000 
c•ooo hect.) hect) 

-~st,2 

1970-71 144.4 140.2 4. 2 

1971-7 2 145. 1 135.8 6.6 

1972-73 160.9 146.6 14.0 

197 3-74 186.7 16 9.8 9. 3 

1974-75 196.1 176.5 12.6 

1975-76 194.3 177.2 10.9 

1976-77 .... 192.8 177.2 9. 9 

1977-78 197.6 179.1 12.7 

1978-79 17 3.6 159.6 8.7 

1979-80 168.6 155.1 6.9 

1980-81 201.4 188.6 9. 9 

1981-82 178.0 168.3 5.6 

1982-83 167.9 158.5 5. 3 

1983-84 165.9 161.2 4.7 

1984-85 17 2.8 167.4 5.4 

--
source a Area and Production of Princ:ipal 

crops in India. 1981-847 Direc-
tor ate of Economics & Statistics, 
Ministry of Aqricul ture, Gcwt. of 
Indi a, New Delhi. 
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Trend growth rates in area und~"r foodqrains for the 

entire pericrl 19'70-71 to 1984-85 show low growth of o.s 

per cent. For· the sUb-periods 19'70-71 to 1977-78 and 

19'77-78 to 1984-85 the trend growth rates in area were 

5.1 per cent and -1.6 per cent respectively (refer table 

4. 5). This reflects the decline in the area under food-

grains in the late 1970's and again in the early 1980's. 

Table 4.5: Trend Growth rates Of_~ea under FoodgraJ.ns 

-. Period- ·--·-Trend .GrowthRates based on 
Log!_= §ffit 

----------------- % t V§ly.e 

19'7 o-7 1 to t97 1-18 

1977-78 to 1984-85 

1970-71 to t984-85 

5.1 

-1.6 

o.s 
---- *· f per cent level or-significance. 

source: computed from table 4.4. 

.,. 
5.088 

1.45 3 

o. 78889 

A glance at table 4.4 reveals that rice claims almost all 

the area under foodgrains and the pattern of changes in 

the area under rice dominates over all changes in area 

under foodgrains. 

4. 2. 2 Yield --
In the absence of significant expansion of area under 

foodgrains, it is necessary to focus attention on the yield 

aspect to account tor the observed trend in foodgrains 

production. ·It is the changes in yield rather than the 
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Table 4.6: Yields of FoodgCaj.ns in total, ri.ce ·~.§!l9 
mai;e,. ManJRur · t979-'7t:o:!o i984-85) 

Year" 

1970-71 

1971-7 2 

19'72-73 

197 3-74 

1974-75 

1975-76 

1976-77 

1977-78 

1978-79 

197 9-80 

1980-81 

1981-82 

1982-83 

1983-84 

1984-85 

Yield of 
Foodgrains 
(kq/Hect1 ) 

1154 

1240 

1084 

1438 

1532 

1560 

1486 

1626 

157 3 

1426 

1449 

1483 

1371 

1616 

1998 

YieldOf 
Rice 
(ta.L.Hect. 2 

1140 

1168 

1038 

1405 

1556 

1560 

1507 

1675 

1599 

1466 ' 

1448 

1504 

1383 

1583 

1989 

Yield of 
Maize 
~.Lf!!.s.~.a.l 

1619 

2591 

1571 

1770 

2165 

17 37 

1488 

1839 

1536 

17 94 

1643 

1698 

2212 

2140 

source: Area and Food of Principal crops 
in India, 1981-84; Directcrate of 
Economics and Statistics, Ministry • 
of AgricUlture, Govt. of India, New Oelh1. 
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changes in the area, which appear to be the important varia-

ble in explaining changes in production. Table 4.6 shows 

the yield of foodgrains in Manipur over the years. This 

table reveals that there have been fluctuations in yields. 

However the broad trend is that the yields of foodgrains 

have been generally on the rise from 19'70-71 till 1977-78. 

Following this year, the yield of foodgrains fell and 

reached a low· of 1371 11g. per hectare in 1982-83. There 

was a sharp recovery in 1983-84 and 1984-85 witnessed the 

highest yield of the entire fifteen year period. From 

the data presented in the table it is difficult to draw 

any definitive conclusion about the yield trends since 

the data did not follow any systematic pattern. 

Table 4.7 shows that the trend growth rate of yield 

for the entire pericd of study is 2. 3 per cent per annum 

while the yield growth rates for the period upto 1977-78 

is 5.5 per cent. This declined markedly to only 1.2 per 

cent in the subsequent pericd. 

Table 4.7s Trend Growth rates of Yield on the basis 
Of Log Y=l:fbt -

Period Growth Rate 
(%) 

1970-71 to 1977-78 5. 5 '* 

1 'T/7-78 to 1984-85 1. 2 

1970-71 to 1984-85 2. 3* -
source: Canputed fran the table 4.6. 

t value • 

4.095 

0.6595 

3.472 

* • 1 per cent ~evel of significance. 
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4. 2. 3 QecOmpoilli o.!Lit!: State Le~ 

An attempt is made in this sub-section to decompose 

the changes in the production of foodgrains into a •yield 

effect• and an • area effect•, for the state as a whole. 

The decomposition analysis3 is worked out for (i) food

grains as a whole and (ii) fcc rice and maize separately 

since together these two crops constitute~ almost 95 per 

cent of the entire ~ea under cul t:1 vation in the state. 

The procedure followed for working out the contribu

tion of expanding area, and of yield improvement (called 

the • area effect • and the 'yield effect' respectively) is 

as follows& Let Po, Ao and Yo be the output, ~ea and yield 

levels respectively in the base year, and Pt' At and Yt 

be those of the terminal year. If the yield rate of the 

base year continued to hold 1n the terminal year, the a:idi

tional output ootained by area expansion (At-A
0

) alone 

would be (At-4\,) Yo. Obviously (At-4\,> Yo is the share 

of area expansion in the total change 1n output (P t-P 
0
). 

The remaining pcrtion of the total increase in output is 

-------·-
3. see (1) G.I<. Chadha, The State & Rural Economic t£J!!I

format1on 1986, p.158; or (iiS c:T. Kurien, Prnamics 
of Rur Transformation A Case ~dy of Tamil Naclu, 
1981, pp. 3-54; also see i 1 oli8i'·am Naraln, •arowth 
of PrOductivity in Indian Agriculture•, Occasional 
Paper No.93, Cc:rnell University, Ithaca, New York,.' 
1976; (iv) s. s. Min has and A. Vaidyanathan, "Growth 
of crop ou.tput in India•, :!Surnal of the I.ndil Society 
of tqrj.culturil St§tiCJtics, ·vo1.xvff, No:=2; 1 5. 
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(Pt-P
0
)- (At-A

0
) Y

0
, which is to be attributed to yield 

improvement. The shares of area expansion and yield 

improvement separately in the total increase in output, 

when expressed as percentages, give the •area effect• 

and 'yield effect•. 4 

The analysis is conducted in terms of two sub-perio:ls 

within the fifteen year span endiBJ in 1984-85. The trie

nnium 19'70-73 is taken as the base year for the first sub

period, which ends in 1976-79. The second triennium runs 

from 1976-7 9 to 1982-85. The entire perioo is defined in 

terms of the years 19'70-7 3 and 1982-85. 

From the table 4. 8 it is seen that the 'yield 

effect• contributed more than the • area effect• to 

the changes in output during the entire period as well 

as in both sUb-periods for foodgrains, rice and maize. 

For the ent1. re period the • yield effect • for food

grains is as high as 79.73 per cent as a;Jainst 

the area effect of 20. 27 per cent. / 

4. QUoted from G.K. Chadha, .9R• ~. 



Table 4.8: Relat.i ve Contribution of Area and Yield expansion 
Tn t.§e grow~ of tot.§:!::£oo~grai.9.LErogu~!on I.n' · 
~pur : To~I foodgraill, Ri~~§!ze output, 
l97Q-7 ~ ~ 1 _2-8~ 

--~Y:-e-ar------Yl~~.-l~!:-.J.!~e~f-=i=-~-c·""'!t~gr,--Ar-,""'l:ur-a-8-e-f-l-e-c·-t-Y-Ie~~-:e R~ct"':"ice_Ar_"_e_a __ -e. dect--Y-Ie-ta-· e-.f-~-e~~--f~i ~e ~-e tlec~-

19'70-73 to 
1982-85 

1'TT0-7 2 to 
1976-79 

1976-79 to 
1982-85 

-~ "--- % J' --------'1'"--......._· % -- ·--"' 

7 9.7 3 20.'Z7 78.5 21.5 228.5 -128. s 

6 3.42 36.58 70.3 -92.7 192.7 

336.7 -236.7 406.0 -306.0 229.7 -129. 7_ 

------------------------------------------~---------~----

___ ...._._ ____________________ _ 
Note: For the above calculation, triennia centred 

on 19'7 1-7 2, 1977-7 8 and 198 3-84, were taken 
fcc ~ea, Yield and Production. 

source: Corrputed from the tables 4.1 1 ~.4 & 4·6 
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Far rice and maize too, the contribution of the yield 

effect is greater than that of the area effect for the 

entire period. ·A glance at table 4.8 clearly reveals 

that the pattern of 'yield effect• and 'area effect' for 

total focxigrains and rice are similar for the entire period 

as well as for the two sub-perio:is where the 'yield effect' 

accounted for the major share of output changes. However 

for maize, the 'yield effect• showed a negative contribution 
a 

with[high'area effect'in the sub-periods 19'70-73 to 19'76-79. 

But for the entire perioo the contribution of the 'yield 

effect• is quite high mare particularly in the late 1970's. 

From the above analysis, it emerges that it is the •yield 

factor• rather than the •area. factor• which plays the lcey 

role in the changes in agricultural pro:iuction in Manipur. 

4.4 Decomposi ~ion • .M!.2!~ is .§.! 
the Distr ~ct 1!!!1 

For six districts of Manipur, the 'yield effect• and 

the • area effect • have been calculated for the single period 

from lt¥18-79 to 1984-85 as data at the district level for 

earlier years were not available. The crops taken for this 

exercise are rice and maize as in the state level analysis. 

The objective here .is to bring out the district level 
I 

contrasts in the relative importance of 'yield effect• and 

• area effect' and to compare their relative contributions 

in each district in the case of rice and maize aeparately. 
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niStrtcts -----nee ___ _ 
Area Yleia 
effect effect 

--------- (%) J%2-
Manipur Central 

Manipur North 

Manipur west 

Manipur south 

Manipur East 

Tengnoupal 

- 30.45 130.45 

48.83 51. 17 

69.56 30.44 

-6 9. 82 16 9. 82 

44.6 2 55. 38 

87.46 12.54 

Maize 
..,N~e-a--Y.1erd 

effect effect 
( %) ___ j:4.L_ 

102.8 

36.37 

-2.8 

63.6 3 

- Z1. 76 1 Z1. 76 

61.89 38.11 

-6 2. 25 16 2. 25 

------ ---·-·----------------------
Me a : Thousand hectares 

Yield : ~./hectares 

Pr odn : Thousand tonnes 

source: Various issues, 
of Manipur. 

Statistical H~ndbook 

Table 4. 9 shows the 'yield e ffect• and • area effect • 

at the district level tor rice and maize production. 

(Absolute figures are given in table 4 in the appendix~ 

For rice, the d·istricts where the yield effect 

accounted far the dominant share of the changes in rice 

production were the central district (130.45 per cent) and 

south district (16 9.82 per cent). However, in the West 

and Tengnoupal districts, the •area effect• accounts for 

a larger share than the 'yield- effect• in the changes in 

rice production. In the North and East districts too, the 
, \ , 

'yield effect contributes more than the area effect but the 
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disparity is less than in the rest of the districts. 

Hence, in general, the contribution of the yield factor 

to the changes in rice prOduction in most districts of 

Manipur is quite substantial. 

For maize also, the 'yield effect• is positive for 

all districts of Manipur except the Central district 

where the 'area effect • alone contributed to the changes 

in output. In the North and South districts .(as in the 

i ) .. , ' , 
case of r ce both the yield effect and area effect have 

contributed to output changes. However, in the North 

district the yield effect (63.63 per cent) is greater 

than • area effect • (36. 37 per cent); whereas in the East 

district, it is just the opposite. The districts where the 

'yield effect• alone accounted tor the char¥Jes in maize 

output are the south district (127. 76 per cent) and Teng

noupal district (t62. 25 per cent). 

4. 5 £9-nclusion 

The time profile of foodgrains production in Manipur 

over the f1 fteen years ending 1984-85 does not exhibit 

a systematic pattern. The growth path of foodgrains 

production was characterised by series of plateaus repre-

senting phases of stagnation of varying duration. Compound 

annual gro'41th rates calculated on a peak-to-peak basis 

suggest a consistent fall in foodgrains growth rates 
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from one period to the next. The dec:eler ation in succes

sive peak.- to-peak growth rates is confirmed by trend growth 

rates calculated using a log linear function. Par the sub

period 1~0-71 to the late 1970's ~e trend growth rate 

in foodgrains output of 10.9 per cent is highly significant. 
'; 

Subsequently the growth rate declined to an insignificant 

o. 20 per cent. However th~ trend growth rate for the 

fifteen year period as a whole remained positive and 

significant at 98.5 per cent level. The impressive 

performance during the 1970's was mainly due to the 

improvement in yields. The decomposition analysis done at the> le-..el 
the the 

of}. state as a whole as well as atLdistrict level showed 

this. At the state level it was found for the entire 

period of study that the yield effect contributed more 

than the area effect for foodgr ains, and far rice and 

maize separately the contribution of the 'yield effect• 

was found to be exceedingly high particularly in the 

late 1970's when. it rose to well above lCO per cent. The 
the 

district level analysis forLperiod from t978-79 to t984-85, 

for the crops rice and maize also showEd. that the share 

of the 'yield effect• in output chaiX}es was substantial 

in most districts of Manipur. Hence fran the analysis 

it is apparent that in Manipur agriculture, the main 

determinant of production growth rates has been increasiiXJ 

yields. 



CHAPTER V 

AGRI<lJLTURAL INPUTS IN THE J:RODUCTION 
J:ROCESS IN MANIPUR AGR I aJLTURE 

5. 0 It}~ oducti_2!l_j Methogol9li: 

In the preceding chapter, it was established that the 

main determinant of production growth rates in Manipur 

agriculture over the post decade and a half has been increa-

sed yields. However, yield levels themselves have been 

influenced by the introduction of new types of inputs and 

by increases in the quanti ties used in the production process. 

In this chapter changes in the nature and levels of 

inputs use are first examined. Subsequently the impact 

on yield of five major inputs is analysed. They are irri

gation, HYV seeds, fertilizers and mechanical equipment. 

Methodologically this chapter is divided into two main 

sections. In the first, growth rates of the above inputs 

are sought to be calculated using 

where r • compowad aDnual growth rate 

Pin • the 1 th input at nth ye.r 

Pio • the 1 th input at base year 

For the inputs for which time series data exist, the 9t'Owth 

r atlas baaed on the loq linear foeti on Log Y • a-fbt ere 

also estimated' 



where Y = Input fcc which the growth rate is calculated. 

a = c~stant 
b • regression co-efficient 

t • time 

Hence, the growth rate is r • (e"--1) which takes into account 

all observations. However, for irrigation and mechanical 

equipment (implements and machinery), trend growth rates 

caanot be estimated due to Wllllanageable data gaps over the 

period of study. For irrigation, growth rates are not: cal~ 

culated as the data did not reveal any change. 

In the second section, an attempt has been made to 

explain the yield rates of foodgrains as a whole, using as 

the explanatory variables changes in irrigation levels, .rea 

under HYV seeds and fertilizer consumption. The functional 

form adOpted to estimate the impact of these variables is 

the linear function given belowa 

Y • a-tblxt..Ot'2-tb3X3+ • •• bnxn 

where Y • yield 

xi • Inpa t:s i • 1 to n 

bi • Regression co-efficients where i = 1 ••• n 

The above fanction is tested for foodgraiDS yield only, 

since for rice and maize it: could not be ~stad on account: 

of the illlavail.,ilit:y of separate data relating to fertili

zer conswwpt:l.on on a c:ropwise basis. In thei final analysis 

tbe irriqat1on· variele was dropped Deca\ISe no change in 
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irrigation levels toOk place during the periOd.. In its 

place a rainfall variable was introduced. 

section I -
s. 1 jrr !gation: 

Assured water supply is an abolate necessity for 

sustained crop production. It is the most important deter

minant of a:Jrieultw:"al ,~roduct:Loa. WithQat assured water 

supply1 the application of modern inputs such as HYV seeds1 

fertilizers ett1 will not produce the desired result. 

In this part of section I .n attempt has been made 

to highlight the basic nature and status of irrigation 

prevailing in the state and also the scope for the expan~ion 
' 

of it in the flature. The sub-topics diSC\ISSed are: (i) irr 1-

gation potential and ongoing irrigation projects in Manipur; 

(ii) levels of irrigation and inconsistency among various 

data sources on irrigation; and (111) sources and types of 

irrigation in Manipar. FCX' this analysis# the four main 

sources used f6r information on various aspects of irriga

tion in Manipur are1 1 

1. (a) Indian Agricultural Statistics,. Directorate of 
Eeonaaica & Statistics,. Ministry of Agriculture,. Govt. 
of India, New Delhi .. Par years 1970..71 to 1984-85. 

(b) All India report on JW;Jricul tural Census,. Directo
rate of Economics & statistics, Ministry of Aqricul ture 1 

Govt. of India, New Delhi. 
(a) National sample survey OrganisatiOD; fcc 1 rno-71 

NSS 265/1 26 tb ROWldl 1 <T/6-77 NSS 31St Round1 1980..81 
NSS !7th Rowuf. 
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(a) Indian Agricultural Statistics, 

(b) All India report on Agricultural census, 

(c) National Sample survey, and 

(d) Manipur state government publications. 

The broad period covered in this analysis is the period 

between 1 fT/0-71 and 1984-85 .fl> However, the above sources 

of data did not all q ive comparable time series data, but 

were marked by glaring inconsistencies, which will be 

discussed later in this section. 

5. 1.1 Irrigation Potenti tl and On-9oins 
Irrigation Projects Iq Manip~: 

The possibilities for the exploitation of ground water 

and its scope of development in Manipur were studied by the 

centre! Grg~d _Water ~Qard • The ground water potential 
the 

according to the survey taken byL central ground water board 

in September 19'71 is shown in the table below a 

"To tat cover- Area covEnd Ground Surplus Add lfimal .... able by Hydrolo- water explalta:>le Tube~welJ.s 
(beet.) Area qical sur- poten- resources feasible 

(beet.) vey (beet.) tiel 
'~ ml.cab!£ mtsl 

~ob 2 3 " 5 
6 

66oooo 1?sooo 44 44 220 

source: Basic Statistics of North-Eastern Sta'tllsa 1961 
N<rth Eastern Cowacil, Shillonq, Megbalay~ data 
1n colwms 1 to3at'e converted fr01n fiqures ia 
square kilometres foir ready caapar.Dility w1 th 
other data cited in this section. 

l 
' ~ 
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From table s. 1. it is evident that the estimated cove-

r able area for harnessing ground water potent! al is 660000 

hectares which accounts for about. 29.56 per cent of the 

total area. Besides this ground water potential, the 

water resources of the Manipar basin according to pre

budget Economic Review of Manipur 1987-ee. 2 was roughly 

estimated to be sufficient to cover about 162000 hectares 

which accounted for about 7 2 per cent of the total area of 

the state. Hence,, the total irrigation potential of the 

state both fran ground water and surface water together 

with is about 822000. hectares accounting about 36.82 per 

cent of the total area of the state. The total estimated 

irrigation potential is shown in the table s. 2. 

Table 5. 2: Irr .igation PotentiAl from all sources in 
Maiil.Pur 

Item 

- F 

1. Surface water 

2. Ground water 

Total 

Ul tlmate Poten il al 
£ea (in hectares) 

162000 

660000 

822000 

source: Far (1) Surface Water (Basin) Pre-budget Economic 
Review of Manipur 1987-88. Directorate of 
Economics & StatistiC.. Gov~. of Manipur. 
Ground Water: tal:»le s. 1. (11) 

2. Pre-budget Economic Review of Manipur. 1987-88, 
Imphal 3rd Mareh 1988, p. 35. 
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Inspite of the existence of irrigation potential of the 

magnitude indicated above the state so far has not been 

able to exploit a sizeable pcrtion of it. There has not 

been any expansion .in net ~ea irrigated (NIA) and gross 

area irrigated (GIA) over the past decade and a half. 

Indian Agricultural Statistics repcrts constant net and 

gross irrigated area in Manipur at 65. 3 thousand hectares 

and about 75.0 thousand hectares respectively, 3 far every 

year from 19'70-71 to 1984-85. In view of the irrigation 

potent! al possessed by the state, what emerges from this 

data is a scrry state of affairs. In terms of percentage 

share, the NIA and GIA to the total irrigation· potential 

are a mere 8 per cent and 9 per cent respectively. (for 

figures refer Table s. 5} 

The seventh Five Year Plan of India has placed /great 

emphasis on exploiting the irrigation potential of the 

country as a whole. However., priority was given to 

harnessing ground water potential in the eastern and 

North-E.stern states of India. To quote the Seventh Five 

Year Plan, •since about 70 per cent of total geographical 

area of the- country is underlain with hard rock formations, 

the exploitation of ground water has been concentrated 

3. However this data source does aot give a picQ&re 
cODsistent with others. Inconsistency aaong various 
data sources is discussed in a later section of this . 
chapter. 
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hitherto in the alluvial tracts. concerted action is p;o

posed to explore and exploit ground water in other tracts, 

4 particularly in eastern and north-eastern states. • The 

document has proposed to take up and accelerate programmes 

of systematic hydrological surveys and investigations both 

at the central and state levels, for systematic ground 

water exploitation giving special priority to eastern and 

north-eastern states. 

1rr igation Pro1ect,!s: 

Recently a number of irrigation projects have been 

taken up in the state in order to exploit the irrigation 

potential possessed. However, the state did not have any 

'major' am •mediwn.* irrigation projects during thefirst 3 

five year plans. It was only from the Fourth Plan periOd 

onwards, that major and medium irrigation projects were 

started,.·.' In 19'7 3-74 LOktak Lift Irrigation Project, the 

first irrigation project of its kind w.s taken up. To 

date, the state bas taken up seven projects under maj~ 

and medium irrigation progranmes,,most of which are now .in 

4. seventh F~ve Year Plan 1985-90 vol.II, p.78. 

*· At the begianiDg of First Plan 1950-51, irrigation 
schellles were classified into three categcciess 

(1) Majer costing JDOre than Rs.S Cl"a:es ea.eh7 
(ii). Medium costing between Its. to lacs and Rs.S «ores, & 

(iii) Min« costing less than 11.10 lacs eacb. 

contd ••• 
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an advanced stage of construction. Out of the s~ven 

projects., ttree are multipurpose, one is major and the 

remaining three are medium irrigation projects. These 

projects on completion will give an ultimate annual 

irrigation benefit of 101,440 hectares which accounts 

for 12. 34 per cent of the state's total irr iqation poten

tial and also will provide drinking wa1:P.r supply and 

electricity of 19 m.g.d. and 9 M.w. respectively. The 

details of these projects are given in · table 5. 3. 
\ 

AS regards the irrigation potential to be created 

by minor irrigation projects, a feasible area of about 

5 105,000 hectares is estimated ; -which account for 12.8 

per cent of the total irrigation potential of the state. 

Out of this 100,000 hectares will be created from sur face 

water resources and 5, 000 hectares from ground water. so 

far till 1986-87, 30 minor irr iqation schemes have been 

completed creating a potential of 15 30 hectares accounting 

for about 1.5 per cent of total minor irrigation potential 

contd. •. t.h& 
However. according tolrevised classification made 
in ~il 19'78, projects having CU.l t1 vable coamand 
Area (CCA) of mare than 10 thousand hectares are 
claSsified as major projects, i:bose havinq CCA 'between 
2 thoiisalicl hectares and 10 thousand hectares as 
mediwa schemes and those having CCA of 2 thousand 
hectares ar: less each are classified as minor irri
gation schemes. The minor irrigation schemes gene
rally comprised of all ground water schemes such as 
dug-wells and tube-vella, and surface water flow & 
lift schemes. 

5. Pre-budget Economic: Review of Manipur, !m• ~·, p. '¥1. 
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Name of Project ui tli71 ate Po"tent1,1 
1rr iqa- created 
tion po- targeted 
ten tial by end 

Es tima- ·c_91!tponen t 
ted Water Power 
Cost supply (M. w.) 
(As. in (m.g.d.) 

·-. 
1.Loktak Lift 

Irrigation 
project 
(major) 

2.Singda Dam 
Project 
(multipurpose) 

3. 'l'ho.abal mul tt
purpose project 

4. Imp hal Barr age 
Project (medium) 

5. Selcmai Barr age 
Project (medium) 

6 .Khoupum Dam 
Project (medium) 

7 .Khuqa Project 
(multipurpose) 

{he set,) . c 1987 -:.§8l 

40000 38000 

4000 Nil 

26540 4000 

6400 6400 

8500 8500 

1000 1000 

15000 NU 

s;-oresl · 

28.21 

19.89 4 

95.00 10 7.5 

6.64 

8.78 

3.06 

34.00 5 1.5 

-~----~-~-----~--~---------------------~~-----~~-------------
Total 101440 57900 195.58 

source: Pre-budget Eeonanie Review of Manipur 
1987-88. p. 36. Directorate of Econo
mics & Statistics. Govt. of Manipur. 
Imphal. 
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of the state. and the central ground water Board has 

bored explcratory tube-wells at 20 sites in the valley 

areas, out of which 10 tube-wells became viable ·with an 

average yield of 3000 gallons per hour.6 

A1J regards the total estimated irrigation potential 

to be created from all schemes, there exists a dispari-cy 

between two independent sources, namely (i) the pre-

budget economic review of Manipur 1987-88 and (ii) the 

Ministry of Agriculture data cited in the seventh ·pive 

Year Plan document. 7 Table 5.4 reveals the extent of 

disparitY. 
. . 

"fipe of Scheme 

--
1. Maj or-itMedium 

2. MiD« 

Total 

--yi~liit~:f£ri9it!9~:P9Eiijlii Difference 
Pre-budget Sevent ve 

(in thousand he ct.} 

, .. !conomic Review Y!E Plf!! 

101.44 

105.0 

206.44 

135.0 

105.0 

240.0 

-
33.56 

0 

33.56 

From the above ·table it is aeen that there has been a dis

parity of 33.56 thousand hectares between the two independent 

6.. Ibid. -
7. Seventh !'ive Year Plan 1985-90, vol.II, for major & 

medium see p. ee, for minor see p. 92 •. 



sources for rnaj or and medi urn irrigation potential. However, 

for minor irrigation schemes the figures are consistent. 

If the total irrigation potential from the above 

projects taken up is realised, then the level of irrigation 

in the state would be significantly improved and would 

account for as much as 25 per cent of total irr ig able area 

of the state. The strategy for the expansion of irrigation 
Ue 

in[Seventh Five Year Plan has given top pricri ty to the 

completion of ongoing major, medium and minor irrigation projects 

all over the country. 

5.1. 2 Levels of Irrigation & Ipconsistency 
pong var~ous sources of irrigation 
~: 

The comparison of data regarding area currently irriga

ted amongst the three sources, namely (i) Indian Agricultural 

Statistics, (11) All India Report on Agricultural Census and 

(iii) Nati:,onal Sample Survey, gives an inconsistent pictUre. 

Table 5.5 shows qross irrigated area and net irrigated area 

according to the above sources mentioned. From the table, 
tile 

it is evident that[Indian Agricultural census gives time 

series data whereas the other two sources in contrast qive 

only data rel_atinq to selected points of time. More impcr-

. tantly-, --th·e Indian Agricultural Statistics data shows 

virtuallf stagnant irrigation levels over time. The NIA re

_parteclly lias been 65.3 thousand hectares throughout the 
I 

fifwen year. tiJM span and GIA too remained almost unchanged 

at ?5 thousand hectares in tb8 ··a.- period. The diserepancy 



Table 

Year NIA 
Indian 
N;Jri' 
Stati
stics 

1970-71 65. 3 

GIA 
Indian 

.Agri, 
stati
stics 

19'71-7 2 65, 3 74.8 

197 2-7 3 65,3 74,8 

197 3-74 65,3 74,e 

1974-75 65.3 74,8 

19'75-76 65.3 74,8 

1976-77 65, 3 74,8 

1977-78 65, 3 74, e 

1978-79 65.3 74.8 

197 9-80 65, 3 74,8 

1980-81 65, 3 

1981-82 65, 3 

74.8 

75,0 

1982-83 65,3 75,0 

198 3-84 65, 3 75,0 

1984-85 65.3 75,0 

9!J 

NIA 
Natio
nal 
Sample 
survey 

31.5 

(in thOUSSffid beet,) 
GIA NIA GlA 
Natio- All All 
nal India India 
Sarnple Rep« t Repcr t 
survey on Ag- on 

r i, .Agri. 
_ , ~ensus • censut 

33.64 14.0 N.A. 

34.3 N,A. 

60,0 N,A, 

26,3** l6.3*** 

--·-------------------------------------------------
** Rural only data relatinq to major crop season 
.. NSS 37th Roud &£' irrigated area by size of 

holdinqs covers cmly· rural area. 
*** According to NSS report (37th Round) area Jrr ~ 

gated more than once is not reported bence GIA• 
NIA see tables 5,10 & 5. 11, . 

*souraea ·(a) Indian Agricultural statistics. various issues. 
(b) National Sample survey 

· (1) Por 19'70-71 26th Round No. 265/1 
(ii) For 1976-77 31st Round, July 19'76-77 

(iii) FOr 198Q-81 37th Round No, 330 

(c) fl\(e~~~~.Report on Agricultural) census t97Q-71 
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between the Indian Agricultural Statistics data and that 

of NSS is truly remarkable. GIA, according to the NSS is 

only 33.64 thousand hectares as against the figure of 74.8 

thousand hectares given by Indian Agricultural Statistics 

data in 1970-71. In the year 1976-77, the GIA acca:ding 

to Indian Agricultural Statistics was still unchanged at 

74.8 thousand hectares as against 34.3 thousand hectares 

according to NSS. Furthermore in 1981-82, GIA according 

to Indian Agr i cultural 5 tatis tics reportedly Wct57 5. 0 thousand 

hectares whereas according to NSS it was '2P. 3 · thousand 

hectares. '!'he estimates from these two data sources appear 

to be irreconcilable. However one qualitative similarity 

between the two sources is that both showed almost stagnant 

irrigation levels in Manipur. GIA according to NSS recorded 

a marginal increase from 33.64 thousand hectares (1970-71) 

to 34. 3 thousand hectares (1976-77) and subsequently dec

lined to 26.3 thousand hectares in ·1981-82. 

In complete contrast to the above two sources, the 

data given by the All India Report on Agricultural census, 

shows an altogether different picture. The NIA in 19'70-71 

according to this census vas reported to be only 14.0 

thousand hectares which is very much below the figures 

given by any other source • However, the Aqr icul tur al 
I 

census repor:eed a tremendous inerease in NIA from 14.0 

thousand hectat"es (1970-71) to 60.00 thousand hectat:ea 
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(1980-81). The 1 a::ter figure is broadly at par ~ th the 

figures given by Indian Agricultural Statistics. 

To sum up, it is clear that each of the above three 
a. 

sources of irrigation in Manipur gi ves[picture quite 

different one fr' em another. The Indian 1qr icul tur al 
the 

Statistics and NSS on[one hand reported almost stagnant 

irrigation in Manipur, while the All India Report on 

Agricultural Census on the other hand reported a tremen-

dous expansion of irrigation. Hence, there exist8 a 

serious inconsistency among the various data sources on 

irrigation in Manipur. 

Irrigation in the context of modern a;Jricul ture has 

a distinct characteristic, that is, it has to be assured 

and controlled. The sources and types of irrigation pre

vailing in a region constitute an index of the quality of 

irrigation and hence it serves as an important indicator 

of the level of agricultural development as a whole. Fer 

instance, tube-well irrigation or pumpset irrigation un-

like canal irrigation, are less sub~ect_ to fluctuations 

induced by weather, and therefore, they are mere assured 

and better controlled. Hence, to evaluate the level Of 

irrigation, it is the types of irrigation that would yield 

meaningful resultsrather than takinq irrigation as a blanket 



category. This section will highlight the standard and 

qual! ty of the existing irrigation network in Manipur 

through the analysis of the sources and types of irrigation 

in the state. 

Tables 5.6 a and 5 .6b show the sources and types of 

irrigation in Manipur. The data is derived from two inde

pendent ~ources, namely (i) NSS and (ii) All India Repcrt 

8 on Agricultural census. The NSS source gives information 

on sources and types of irrigated area by size class of 

operational holdings for the years 1976-77 and 1981-82. 

On the other band, the All India Reports on the Agricultural 

Census for 1970-71 and 1980-81 furnish simply information on 

area under different sources of irrigation. In regard to 

sources of irrigation, canplete consistency was found between 

the above two independent sources, in marked contrast to 

the situation with regard to alternative sources of data 

about .l!.!l..§ under irrigation discussed earlier. A glance 

at the tables reveals that canal irrigation is in effect 

the only source of irrigation in Manipur. Tank, well and 

tube-Well irrigation are conspicuous by their absence. This 

clearly reveals the prevailing uncertainty of irrigation 

in Manipur and its virtual dependence on the vagaries of 

e. i) NSS 31St Round, No. 300/4, for 1 Vi6-77 aDd 
NSS 37th Round, No. 331 for 1981-82. 

ii) All India Report on Agriculwral census, 1970.. 
7 1 and 1980-81. 



s1ze of 
Operational 
Holdia9s 
(beet.> 

Less than o. 5 

o.s - 1.0 

1.0 - 2.0 

2.0 - 4 .o 
4.0 - 10.0. 

10.0 & above 

All sizes 

(Area in • 00 hect, l 
' 

Cant! Ts • Tube-We~~ . Well 
- I 

Oth~~L ... NIA. 
19'76- 1981- l"n6-

77 

2 

19 

71 

22 

4 

118 

19'76- 1981- 1"n6- 1981- 1 t:176- 1981- 1 CJ76-
82 11 82 77 .. 82 t 

77 82 

15.7 

18.7 

35.6 

13.7 - -

83.7 

Scarce: (1) For 1 g'/6-77, NSSO 31St Roun:l No. 300/.t 
Tables with Notes in use of irrigation 
in household .holdings. Dept. cf Statis
tics, New Delhi. 

(ii) For 1981-82, NSSO 39th Round No. 331. 
sane aspects of operational holdings. 

11 
3 

29 . 

116 

47 

2 

1CJ7 

1981-82 _____ 11 
5.3 5 

19. 3 48 

100.4 187 

5-t. 3 69 

6 

17 9. 3 315 

-1981-
82 

21 

38 

llS 

68 
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Table S.6b: sources of irrigation in. Manipur_J..2Z.2=7.l ~nd 193'!-!?1 

(in • 000 hect,) 
sources/Types 

1970-71 1980-el __ 

1. canal 10 59 

2. Tanks -
3. Wells 

4. Tube-wells 

s. Other sources 4 1 

----------------------------~~--~---------~---------Total 14 60 

Source: All India Report on Jqricultural census 
19'70-71 & 1980-81. Directorate of Econo
mics & Statis ties, M~nistry of Agrieul ture, 
G.o.I., New Delhi. 

rainfall. According to the NSS, in 1976-77, 37 .s per cent 

Of NIA was und_er canal irrigation as against 31.8 per cent 

in 1980-81. ~efer table s. 7) This suggests a decline in 

the share of canal irrigation, and a rise in the percentage 

share of the •other sources •• over· the same period. 

AB is the case of data on total area under irrigation 

from different sources, so also in the case of area under 

canal irrigation spec! fically1 the two main data sources 

(namely NSS aad AgriCGltural census) give contrasting 

results. However I the direction Ofr Changes Can be C<Xftpat'ed 

* '!'his term •other -sources• excludes tanks, wells. 
tube-wells, 



Size class 
of operatio-
n al holdi nga 
(beet.) 

Less than o.s 
0.5 - 1.0 

1.0 - 2.0 

2.0 - 4.0 

4.0 ~ 10.0 

10.0 & above 

All sizes 

'!'able 5.7a Percentage distribution of ax"e§ irrigated over 
sources of .irrigation by size of operation.J.! 
holdj.ngs 

CIDilS Tank Tube-well well Others 
1M6- 198t- 19'76- 1981- 1976- 1981- 1 CJ76- 1981- 1976- 1981-

77 82 77 82 77 82 .. 77 sa 77 8~ 

40.0 74.8 60.0 25. 2 

39.6 4 9. 2 - - 60.4 so.e 
38.0 26.2 - 6 2.0 7 3.8 

31.9 20. 1 - - - 68. 1 7 9. 9 

66.7 - 33. 3 

-
37.5 31.8 6 2.5 68. 2 

source: Derived from table 5.6 a. 

Total 
1976- t981-

77 82_ 

100 100 

100 100 

100 100 

100 100 

100 

100 100 

~ --::..1 
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in spite of differences in time periods used between the 
the 

two sources. In 1970-71, acccrding to[Agricultural census, 

area under canal irrigation was 10 thousand hectares; by 

1981 it was reportedly 59 thousand hectares. In terms of 

its percentage share canal irrigated area in 1970-71 was 

71.4 3 per cent of NIA as against 98.33 per cent in. 1980-81. 

About 30 per cent of NIA in 19'70-71 and 2 per cent of NIA . 
in 1980-81 were accounted by •other sources•. The agricul

tural census, hence, reported- a tremendous increase in the 
tile 

area under canal irrigation, while[NSS source shows precisely 

the opposite. 
data. ill 

A glance at NSSL table s. 7 reveals the farm size contrast 

in sources of irrigation. The percentage share of canal 

irrigated area in most of the size classes of operational 

holdings was generally less than the percentage share of 

area irrigated by •otner sources• in both 1tT/6-77 and 1981-

8 2. But for the size class (4- 10} hectares the share of 

canal irrigated area in 1tn6-77 was about two-thirds, more 

than in any other size class. 

5. 2. High Yielding Variety seed! 
Pro;Jranmez 

s. 2.1 The IJ!II)ortece of HYV seeds 
for the pros:ects Of Develop
men t of ~ ib! CX' ?J?S ljl Men!Pu% : 

The application of HYV seeds and improved varieties 

in MaJlipur agriculture occupies a very illlportant place in 

view of low production and development of rabi crops. Not 
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only in Manipur but also in the whole Nccth-East region 

of Indi~ each 1J!e~ millions of hectares of land lie idle 

far nearly seven months starting from Deceinber-January to 

July-August. The principal kh§F_l.i crop, paddy, is sown 

during the months of June-July an:i harvested during December

January. After the harvest of paddy, the land is kept 

uncul t1 vated till the new paddy sowing season • . 
A study conducted by I.K. Barthakur and J .K. Barthakur 9 

explained why paddy lands continue to be idle far about seven 

months a year and suggested some policy measures and a stra-

tegy to develop r abi cropping. They found that the main 

restraint on rabi cropping was the substantial overlapping 

of kharif an:l rabi seasoni. The overlapping is caused by the 

long maturing nature of the local paddy varieties grown. 

This problem of overlapping discourages cultivation of rabi 

crop as yield per hectare decreases due to the delaY in 

sowing beyond the optimwn sowing time. This inevitably 

leads to.a. poor crep. Tnerefcre here, the application of 

HYV paddy is very important because the cultivation of this 
ol 

variety which is[short duration and early maturing would 

not only increase khar if yields but also vacate the land 

9. see I.K. Barthakur and J.K. Bartha'kur, "The Problems 
of Jgricultu.ral Development in Narth-Eat:~t Region with 
speciflc reference to nevelopment of Rabi erops in 
flOOd free lands- of Assam. The major eonstraints & 
strategy to overcaue it•, AX'Wlac~ News, vol.S,No.s, 
Directa:ate of Information ana p Ic lelations, Govt. 
of AX'Wlachal Pradesh, 1~ 9. 
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well in advance of the optimum sowing. season for r abi 

crops. 

However, the initial reluctance to use HYV paddy by 

farmers in North-east India including Manipur has been 

reportedly due to the low yield achieved. 10 The low yields 

have oeen attributed to improper and inadequate use of can-

plementary inputs like irrigation, fertilizer, insecticides 

and pesticide$, partly due to inadequate access to credit 

and also to deficient extension services. 11 Nonetheless, 

there has been a substantial recent spread in the use of 

HYV seeds as the next subsection demonstrates. 

s. 2.. 2 Grovtll in the Use of HYV seeds: 

The spread of HYV seeds in Manipur agriculture has 

been impressive over the years. Table 5.8 shows the at"ea 

under HYV and its percentage share in gross cropped area 

for the years between 19'70-71 and 1984-85. In 1970-71, 

the total area under HYV was only 8.6 thousand hectares 

accounting foe only 4.6 per cent of gross cropped area in 

the state. A glance at this table reveals that there has 

been a gradual rise in the area under HYV so that 'by 1974-

75, it had. substantially increased to 30 ·thOusand hectares 

10. 

11. 

I.K. Barthaku.r and J.K. aarthakur, .!m· cit. 

Ibid. -
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Table 5,8: ·~t§, und.!!_HYV seeds apd its w~_!.~ 
s at:e to.GCA.1970-71 t.£.1984- 5 

---- Year Area under HYV Percentage of 
seeds (in •ooo area under HYV 

- . h!ct,) seeds to GCA 

1970-71 8.6 4.6.0 

19'71-72 12.0 6.4 2 

1972-.73. 12. 3 7.19 

19'7 3-74 19.0 9. 74 

1974-75 30.0 14.28 

1975-76 40.0 19. 11 

1 'n6-77 53.0 25.7 3 

19"77-78 52.0 24.41 

1 'n8-79 57.0 25.0 

1979-80 47.0 20.4 3 

1980-81 59.0 25.10 

1981-82 73.0 30.42 

1982-83 7 9,0 42.02 

1983-84 88.0 47.82 

1984-85 92.0 49,46 

-- --
Source: (1) For HYV area various issues of 

Fertilizer Statistics, ~rtilizer .- ,. 
~soci ation of India, New Delhi, 

(11) For GCA. Indian AQriculturai Sta-
1;1st1cs, various issues. 

r· 
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for 
accountingLabout 14.28 per cent of GCA. In the period 

between 1975-76 and 1980-81 the area under HYV was more 

or less stable at 53 thousand hectares, and about 23 per 
whi<.h . . 

cent) on the average, of GCA,Lhowever, rec-orded a general 

trend of mild increase coupled with marginal fluctuations. 

From 1981-82 onwards, HYV area increased substantially 

over the preceding years. It reached 92 thousand hectares . 
in 1984-85, accounting foe nearly 50 per cent of the GCA 

in the state. 

Table 5. 9: 

-·p,er.Ioa 

1970-71 to 
1977-78 

1977-78 to 
1984-85 

1970-71 to 
1984-85 

Canpound annual gr:owth of total HYV seeds 
Nld HYV paddy ang_ 't!!fld growtfi.rates -

-COmpound annuai Total growth r a-
growth r 1tes te based on log 
Total HYV seeds Y=i:f:2t 

" Total H1V Seeds 
2!. 

29.31 

8.49 

18.44 17.9 

NOte I Trend 9X'Owth rates fer the two sub-periods 
need not be calculated since the time inter
vals are short. 

Source: c<Dputed from the ,Table 5.8 

Table 5. 9 gives ccmpound annual growth rates of area 

under HYV far the years 19"10-71 to 1977-78 and 1977-78 to 
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1984-85 and also far the entire period from 1970-71 to 

1984-85*. The annual compound growth rate for area under 

HYV in the first sub-period of 1970-71 to 1977-78 was 29.31 

per cent per annum as against 8.4 9 per cent per annum in 

1977-78 to 1984-85 thereby, reporting a steep decline. 

However, the relatively high growth rate in the first sub-

period is basically due to the low initial base. Fer the 

entire period, the compound annual growth rate and trend 

growth rate are 18.4-4 per cent and 17. 9 per cent respec-

tively. 

5. 3 Fertilizer: 

The addition of plant nutrients in the form of terti-

li zer constitutes an essential step in agricultural produc-

tion. This section will analyse the growth of fertilizer 

consumption over the years in Manipur agriculture. 

By the standard of other parts of India per hectare 

consumption of fertilizer in the state has been very low. 

Table 5.10 below shows a canparison of per hectare consump.

tion of fertilizer between Manipur and Punjab. 

* The time period for the calculation of the growth 
rates t.re is divided in conform! ty with the perio
disation done for similar types of calculation in 
the previous chapter. In the previous chapter the 
periodisation is done on the basis of peak to peak 
level foodgrain production and also relates to 
•plateau• periods in the long term trend. 
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Table 5.10: .f!;! _ _tl~_s:tare Consumption of tot~l fertili.z~ 
.!P Man.ll',gr and Punjab Un kg.) 

--·----
Year 

1970-71 

1974-75 

1979-80 

t9a4..:es 

(in I<.i .. ) 
----------------------- ---------------

Manipur 

2. 7 2 

10.9 

14.6 

18. 2 

Punjab 

40. 31 

47. 3 

106.8 

151. 2 

-------------------------- -------------
Source: Fertilizer Statistics, Fertilizer 

ASsociation of India, New Delhi, 
various issues. 

However, there has been an increasing trend in the 

consumption of fertilizer over the years. In table 5.11 

it can be seen that the per hectare consumption of ferti

lizer in the state since 1970-71 was on the rise: in 19'70-

7 1 it was only 2. 7 2 kcJ· per hectare and by 19'7 3-74, it has 

increased to 12.9 kg. per hectare. Since 1977-78, the per 

hectare c:onsumption of fertilizer continued to increase 

and reached an all time high of 21 ~~g./hectare in 1983-84. 

The canpound annual growth rate and trend growth 

rate of per hectare fertilizer consumption are shown in 

the table s. 12. 



---------

1970-71 

1971-7 2 

197 2-7 3 

1973-74 

1974-75 

1975-76 

1976-77 

1977-78 

1978-79 

197 9-80 

1980-81 

1981-82 

1982-8 3 

1983-84 

1984-85 

Fertilizer 
consumption 
(in •ooo 
tonnes) 

o. 51 

o.eo 

1. 52 

2. 00 

. 1. 00 

t. oc 

2.40 

2.60 

2.60 

3. 01 

3.00 

3. 30 

4,. 20 

4.60 

3.80 

Per hectare 
fertilizer 
consumption 
(in kg.jhect.) 

2. 7 2 

4. 24 

7.83 

12.90 

10.90 

7.4 

10. 2 

11. 9 

14.0 

14.6 

14.5 

15.4 

19.8 

21.0 

18. 2 

sources Various issues of Fertilizer 
Statistics, Fertilizer Association 
of India, New Del hi. 
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Table 5.12: coml'E.Y-EiL~ual_ and tr_!!nd growth rates_EJ 
~.hectare ferilTI"Z'er consumption in 
Mjii~Eur 

--~--~~-----------·--------------------__j~-------Period Compound annual Trend grO\.Ith 
grow~..tL!..illS ~~--

1970-71 to 1977-78 

1977-78 to 1984-85 

197 0-71 1;0 1984-85 

23.47 

6. 26 

14.54 11.64 

~-~-------------------------------------------------------------------
Note: For classification of sub-periods, the same 

reasoning is adopted as in the case of HYV 
growth rates. see p. 24 ~ . 

Source: Computed fran the table 5. 11. 

For tne entire period the annual compound and the trend 

growth rates work out to be 14.54 and 11.64 per cent per 

annum respectively. But a pronounced deceleration is noted 

when the two main sub-periods are taken separately. The 

annual compound growth rate of fertilizer consumption per 

hectare was 23.47 per cent in the first sub-period (1970-

71 to 1977-78) as against 6. 25 per cent in the second sub

period (1977-78 to 1985-85). As in the case of HYV seeds, 

the relatively high growth rate observed in the fir&'t sub

period is due to the low initial base level of fertilizer 

consumption. In spite of the high growth rate observed, 

the per hectare fertilizer cons wnpti on in Manipur has 

continued::-.to be extremely low by the standard of agricul-
and' 

· tur ally developed states like Punj ab,L Haryana. Nonetheless 
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the fact is tha_t there has been an increasing trend in the 

application of fertilizer in Manipur a:Jriculture. 

5.4 ~ Us!.9i-!][~.!~E!~ments §~9 
~achinery in_,tt§..niR~ ~ricul tur~: 

The type of implements and machinery used in farming 

reflects the level of agricult:llral development over time and 
of 

the extentLtechnological change. In this part of the 
/ 

section I, the analysis is focussed on whether there has 

been any substantial achievement in using modern farm 

implements and machinery in the agricultural production 

process in Mani pur • 

The data for this analysis come· from two main sources 12 

namely {i) Indian Livestock Census and (ii) The Rural Debt 

and Investment Surveys. The Indian Livestock Census fl:C-

nis hes information about various agricultural implements 

and machinery in physical units. The analysis fraa this 

data source is confined to the years 1972 and 1977-78, in 

which the livestock census was conducted. The latest 

available livestock census data relates to 1977-78. '!'here-

fore, the analysis has limitations due to lack of more 

12. {i) Indian Livestock census 1972 and 1977-78, Directo
rate of Economics· and Statistics, Ministry of Agricul
ture, Govt. ·of India, New Del hi. 
( 11) Rural Debt ud Investment Surveys - Far 19'7 1, 

.RBia All-India Debt and InVestment survey, 19'71-72-
Assets of RUral Households, Bombay, 19'76, Table 31 & 
For· 1981 A Note on ASsets and Liabilities of Rural and 
urban Households (States and All India) a National 
Sample surveya 37th Round CJan-Dec: 1982) ,Parts I and II. 
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recent data. On the other hand, the second data source 

furnishes information regarding various rural household 

assets and liabil !ties in value terms by size class of 

asset holding groups for the years 1971 and 1981. However, 

the analysis here focussed on the value of a particular 

single asset category namely Rural households imple-

ments and machinery. The data for 1971 was collected by 

RBI in col labor ati on with NSSO and the State Statistical 

Bureaux as a part of the subject programme of NSS 26th 

Round. The sampling design was decided jointly by NSSO 
the 

and RBI. The methoiology adopted in[ 1971 survey, .is similar 

to that of NSSO Survey of 1981 and therefore, can be compa-

red. However, in the 1971 RBI data unlike the 1981 NSS 

data. there was no further decomposition of implements and 

machinery into (a) Agricultural implements, (b) Transport 

equipment and (c) Non- farm business equipment. Instead 

it was repcrted in an aggregated form. Therefore# in spite 

of the longer period covered and also the same metho1olCX]y, 
otthe 

a. meaningful comparisOn of the compositionLagricultural 

implements and machinery cannot be done. 

Fjndinqs; 

tile 
According toLdata ~nisbed by RBI and NSS in the table 

S.13a the total value of implements and machinery owned by 

rural households in 1971 was reportJ&d at 30101.45 thousand 

rupees as against 5 3323. ~ thousand rupees in 1981# (deflated 
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to 1971 prices*). The percentage change in the value of 

implements and machinery over 1 rn 1 is 77. 15 per cent, show-

ing a tremendous increase over the decade. The compound 

annual growth rate of the value of implements and machinery 

between 19'71 and 1981 was 5.9 per cent. The figures in 

the table 5.13b at current prices, show that in 1981 as 

in 19'71 a disproportionately large share of assett>was . 
reported by the relatively small number of households in 

the upper asset groups. 

Table 5. 13i.: Value of Agricul t'§?e- implements and machi
nery i_n~.!!!pur, 1 1 and 1981 

value- Cln 
ruJ2!es) 

thOUsanci*value of Change __ _ %change. 
over 1971 

i971 

:: Gl : 

1981 de-
1981 fl t=~t:ed 

at 1971-
7 2 Dices <:j- (1) 

(2) : : : :> : : (4 t 
30101.45 134 246.68 5 3323.94 23222.4 9 

""-
For thisJprice index chosen is Index 
nery ana-Transport equipment .. , taken 
Bulletin, Cct. 1981. 

:: :ro: :: 
77.15 

for "Machi
from RBI -

Index number of wholesale prices - by groups and 
sub-groups 
For 1 f/71-7 2 index is 105. 3 ~. 
For 1981-8 2 index is 265. 1 ' 

base year 1 g'!0-71 = 100 

* For a meaningful comparison, the 1981 value for imple
ments and JDachinery has been deflated at 1g'!0-71 prices. 
For this price adjustment, the index chosen is •Index 
of machinery and tr anspcr t equipment" published in 
RBI Bulletin, Cct. 1981. For 1971-72 the index to 
t:he base year 1~0-71=100 is 105.3 and for 1981-82 
the index is 265. 1. 
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Table 5.13b: ~!UL.t.§.9~ distrJbu.!..!.9.!L.£>f hous~~_g 
value 91 implements Jl!l~ machinery o~ 
l>.Y. household as set_ll9_!9..! ng group~. 1c111 ~ lq81 

Asset groups in % of as set owning % of the v aiue of 
thousand rupees households implements and mel-

-- chiner~ ----
19'71 1981 --- . 1 9]J___J.J8J. 

Less than 1 6.9 0 o. 37 

1 - 5 44.83 15.87 17.70 2. 70 

5 - 10 24.83 14.28 21. 12 5. 36 

10 - 20 16.55 21.6 9 18.21 13. g'] 

20 - 50 6. 21 36. St 21.5 3 48.14 

50 & above 0.68 11.65 21.C7 29.83 

All sizes 100 100 100 100 

Source: (i) For 1971, Derived from table 6 
appendix. 

in the 

(ii) For 1981, oer ived from table 7 
appendix. 

in the 

The Gini CO-efficient for 1971 and 1981 however, indicates 

a decline in asset holding inequality which fell from 0.5182 

in 19'71 to 0.3805 in 1981. This result was not anticipated, 

because acccrding to Kuznets 13, in the ini ti. al stages of 

13. JC:uznets, Econ~c Growth AQd Sl%ucture, Selected 
Es saE, Harvard University, t96 1 Also see J .G. 
wiii amson, "Regional inequality and the process 
of National Developmen ta A descriptive pattern •, 
Economic Development and Cultural Change, vol.13, 
t965. 



economic development there is a tendency for the inequality 

in the asset distribution to increase, associ a ted with the 

concentration of assets in the upper incane groups. The 

logic of Kuznets • argument runs as follows - In the initial 

stages of economic development an increasing proportion of 

savings accrues to the upper income brackets. This inequa-

li ty in the distribution of savings was found to be greater 

than that in the distribution of property income. The 

cumulative effect of such inequality in savings is the 

concentration of an increasing proportion of income yield

ing assets in the hands of upper income groups, as the basis 

of larger income shares for them. However, the relationship 

in the long run ultimately takes the inverted u shape-

AS the econany grows initially from a low level of develop

ment, inequality at first increases, reaches a peak and 

subsequently declines. However in the case of Manipur, the 

declining value of Gini .coefficient shows decreasing inequa

lity at a rather early stage in the development process, 

thereby contradicting the l<uznets inverted u shape hypothe

sis. Such a decrease in the inequality of asset distr1bu

tion may have been closely linked with the changes in land 

holding structure in Manipur. The analysis of the changes 

in land holding structure in Manipur found out that in

equal! ty in 1 and ownership holdings has declined. 14 The 

14. see Chapter III, section 3.4.2. 



reduction in the inequality of dietributl.on of landed 

property, together w.ith the rapid increase in concentr .. 

tion 15 of irrigated area in the semi-medium size class, 

may have reduced the inequSlity of incomes from landed 

property and hence the inequality in the distribution of 

savings. This may have checked the deter !oration of the 

distribution of income yielding assets. A related case 
• to 

was described by .§..2!..!..2! (as referredLin D.P. Chaudhri and 

16 A.K. Dasgupta ) 1 in his study of the impact of the indus-

trial revolution on income inequality in Britain. He found 
the 

that inequality did not change during l18th and 19th century 

in Britain end attributed thds to the decreasing inequality 

in the distribution of landed property from initially high 

inequality. 

An itemwise analysis of the nature of the changes in 

agricultural implements and machinery coul:i be done on the 

basis of information furnished by the Indian Livestock 

Census. As stated already, this analysis based on livestock 

census is limited in the sense that the time period covered 

is relatively shOrt, mcreover the two sources, that is RBI anci 

15. Concentration of irrigated area in the semi-ntedium 
size class was already stated. Refer section on 
Irrigation, sources and types1 and also see table 5 
in the appendix. · 

See D.P. Chaudhri & A.K. Dasgupta, ltfiicylj:ure a~ 
J:he DeveloP'!!nt Procef!, croomhelm, 1 A~, p. 108. 
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the 
NSS onL one hand and livestock census on the other hand 

cannot be compared for two reasons. Firstly, there is 

no coincidence of time periods of anal yslg be tween the 

t·wo sources. secondly, the method and mode of collection 

of data are different (refer to the first part of this 

section). Hence, the purpose here is to highlight some 

basic character is tics and facts about agricultural imple-

ments and machinery used in Manipur agriculture. 

Tables 5.14 and 5.15 show details of items of agr icul-

tural implements and machin~y used and annual compound 

growth rates for some selected i terns of agricultural 

implements and machinery in Manipur between 1 'n 2 and 1 '¥77-78. 

A glance at table 5.14 clearly depicts that the most corrrnon 

agricultural implements and machinery are ploughs, spade$.) 

sickl~1 seed drills and harrows. Ploughs both wooden and 

iron are the singlemost widely used item~ On the other hand the 

use of mere sophisticated implements and machinery such as 

tractors, pmnpsets and power tillers is limited. The use 

of tractors has been neCJl igible in Manipur. In 197 2 there 

were only 85 tractors and that also declined to 55 by 1977-

78. However the use of implements like oil engineswi th 

purapsets for irrigation, electric pum~ for irrigation, 

persian wheels, power tillers and plant protection equiP-

ment is on the rise (in spite of low numbers Still) during 

the same period. Among the irrigation equipment, the most 

widely used item has been pumpsets run by.,2!l. The numl:>er 
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Table 5.14: 1tgric'/-!tur2l im.Elements_jlnd m~chine!Y in 
Man1P1;1I:. 1972 ,!,( J977-7'il 

------ tM2 -1.977-78 change-Items 
% cha-
nge 
over 

- 1<172 

1. Wooden Plough 108407 19185 9 83452 76.9 
Iron Plough 1257 14823 13566 107 9. 23 
Total Plough 10$64 206682 97018 88.4 

2. Bullock Cart 20758 38947 18189 87.6 

3. Sugarcane crusher 
1) W/P 15 12 (-) 3 (-) 20 

ii) W/B 673 1932 1259 227.19 
Total 688 1944 1256 t82.5 

4. 0 11 engine w1 th 213 399 186 87.3 
Pumpse t for irr 1-
gation 

5. Electric Pump for Nil 9 9 
irr ig a ti. on 

6. Pers1 an wheels Nil 69 69 

7. Tractors (Private) 69 47 (-) 22 
Dept. 16 8 (- )8 
Total 85 55 (-) 30 (-) 35.2 

a. Ghann1es 
i) Less than 5 ~· 1689 (-) 1689 (-) 

11) More than 5 ~· Nil (-) 

9. Earth levellers 67237 126398 59161 87.9 

10. wet 1 and Puddlers 6521 63038 56517 866.6 

11. Bla1e Harrows 3891 1668 (-) 2223 (-) 

contd ••• 
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contd ••• 

Items 197 2 1977-78 Change % 
change 
~r lfJ7? 

12. seed drills 

13. Maize shellers 

14. Power tillers 
1) Dept. 

ii) Private 
Total 

15. Plant protection 
equipment 
i) sprayers 

ii) Dusters 
Total 

16. Chatt. culters 
(Power) 

116 3 

770 

16 
10 
26 

123 
103 
226 

Nil 

128 

60 
50 

110 

555 
154 
709 

2039 

(-) 10 35 

<-) 544 

44 
40 
84 

432 
51 

483 

2039 

source: Indian Livestock census: 1CJ7 2 & tt;177-78, 
Directorate of Economics & Statistics, 
Minis try of Agriculture, New Del hi, 
Govt. of India. 

{-) 

{-) 

275 
400 
323.0 

351. 2 
4 9.5 

213.7 
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Items Compound annuar gr ow·th rate 
(197 2 to 1977-78) 

------------------------------ ------ % . 
1. 

2. 

3. 

wooden Plough 

Iron Plough 

Total Plough 

0 11 Engine with Pumpse t 
for irrigation 

5. Tractors 

6. 

i) Private 

ii) _Dept. 

Total 

Earth levellers 

7. Power tillers 

i) Dept. 

ii l Private 

Total 

8. Plant Protection equipment 

i) sprayers 

ii) Dusters 

Total 

9. 98 

50.86 

11.14 

11.02 

(- )6. 19 

(-) 10. 19 

<- )6. 99 

11.09 

24.64 

30.76 

27. 17 

28.54 

6. 93 

20.90 

source: Computed from table 5.14. 
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of oil engineswith pumpsets for irrigation in 1972 was 213. 

as against 399 in 1977-78 and the percentage change over 

197 2 was 87. 3 per cent. On the other hand the use of 

electric pumpsetswas reportedly nil in 197 2, and by 1977-

78 it was only 9 in number. It is worthwhile to make a 

point here explaining why the use of electric pumpsets fer 

irr igatioX: purpose has been so insignificant in Manipur. 

Indian Agriculture in Brie£17 gives information about the 

number of villages electrified in Manipur. According to 

this source, out of 194 9 villages (1971 census). 4 V and 5 32 

villages were electrified only in the years1983 and 1984 

respectively. In percentage terms this is .21. 9 per cent 

(1983) and V. 3 per cent (1984). Although the Loktak 

Hydro ele_ctric project was taken up in tg'l 3-74·, the con

sumption of electricity in agriculture in Manipur was not 

reported at all till 19'78-79. However from 1979-80 onwards 

the consumption of electricity in agriculture has been 

reported. Even though about more than 20 per cent of all 

villages were electrified, the use of electricity was 

1 argely confined to house hold purposes. Moreover, the 
/ 

power supply has been extremely unreliable. The percentage 

17. Indian Agriculture in Brief, 20th Edition, Directo
rate of Economics and Statistics, Department of 
Agriculture and co-operation. Ministry of N:lriculture 
and Rural Development, New Delhi. · 
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of electricity consumed in the agricultural sector since 
was 

1979-80 till t984-85Lreported at 11.12 per cent of the 

total power generated (refer table at the appendix). 

Hence tne extremely low level use of electric pumpsets 

and other electric equipment should come as no surprise. 

The low level of power supply in Manipur acts as a major 

constraint on the adoption of mo::lern implements and mac hi-

nery in agriculture. 

From table 5. 15 showing the compound annual growth 

rates of selected agri cultural implements and machinery, 

it is evident that the growth rates of all implements and 

machinery excepting tractors, were positive. The growth of 

iron ploughs was impressive, reportedly so. 86 per cent over 

the period. The growth rates of oil engines, earth levellers, 

power tillers and plant protection equipment' are 10.0 2 per 

cent, 11.9 per cent and Tl. 17 per cent and 20. 9 per cent 

respectively. However there is a negative growtn rate for 

tractors in Manipur. In principle, the negative growth 

Df the use of tractors may have been related with the 

prevalence of wide-spread small size operational holdings 

in Manipur. (See for details chapter on lMd. holding 

structure j.n Manipur). -sut~j.n_praetice i-t is .. imlikely 

that the tractors reported in 197 2 had been sold outside 

the state by 1977-78. 
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secti..9.!.L11 

5.5 Estimates of t_~_Impact of_l.Dputs 
on Yields: 

The preceding section has briefly discussed the 

nature and changes in the major yield increaSing inputs. 

It was fOUnd that there has been a general increase in all 

inputs except for stagnant irrigation levels. In spite of 

these ind'eases in inputs, the production of foodgr ains 

was found to have increased by not mare than 3 per cent 

per annum. The recorded growth rates in key inputs thus 

seem to be disproportionately great in relation to the 

resulting increases in yield and production# especially 

during the period after 1977-78. In this section# there-

fore an attempt has been made to measure the impact of 

inputs used on the yield of foodgrains in Manipur. Ideally, 

c~opwise analysis should be done where the impact on yields 

of variations in input use is measured in relation to each 

crop separately. For fertilizer# however# there is no 

croP-wise data available, and in Manipur all irrigated 

area is under paddy. The solution adopted was to relate 

specified inputs used to the crop group 'foodgrains• as a 

whole. This approximation is justified ln Manipur On the 

ground that paddy accounts for about as per cent of GCA 

and maize foe another 5 per cent, and that together the 

output of these two crops is virtually coterminus w1 th 

foodgrains production and indeed with production of all 
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Thus in order to ascertain whether and to what extent 

these inputs are responsible for the present growth in the 

production of fooclgr ains, a linear multiple regression 

function of the following form has been fitted to the 

data relating to the period from 1 '170-71 to 1984-85: 

where Y =Yield rate in ttq. per hectare of foodgrains. 

x = quality of specified input used 

i = 1 to 3 

Now, the regression equation becomes 

where x 1 = Area under HYV to gross cropped area. 

x 2 = per bee tare fer til izer consumption. 

x 3 • rainfall. !he re.sLJlts al'e ~v"mma.ri.sed below. 

Begression co..effiS!~.D.BI b, bt·· b
3 

R"' F DF 
~--------------------------------------Standard error s. 28 16.38 1. 29 0.4449 4. 740 (3, 11) 

t 2.4 9* o. 236 o. 86 9 

* significant at 95%. 

18. Paddy and Maize account far 96. 5%. r-"~ and 3S~ r~' u.11:t 
of foodgr ains production respect! vely and tOgether 
account for q'1·3 per cent of the output of all 
crops,'ason 1'1~4-%5• S~<. cfu1pte.-1V. 



The results indicate that only the changes in HYV 

area have made a significant contribution t~ards the 

growth in yield of foodgr ains. Fertilizer consumption 

and rainfall have had no impact. 



CHAPTER VI 

SU~Y AND CONCLUSION 

Historically, the contribution of agriculture to 

economic growth has been one of the most .impar tant aspects 

judging from .the experience of economically advanced coun

triE-s of the world. For sustained econanic growth, la balance 

between the agricultural and industrial sectors is a neces

sary condition. An appropriate strategy far agricultural 

development may be constituted of favourable institutional 

reforms, investment in the provision of 'leading inputs• 

and technolo;Jical chan;re. This has been highlighted in 

chapter I of this study. 

In the review of the histcrical development of land 

systems in Manipur, it was found that all land virtually 

belonged to the raja prior to and during the early British 

period. A remarkable and distinctive. feature of this 

period has been the non-existence of a clear-cut demarcation 

between rent and taxes. A tax-cum-rent in the form of 

forced labour or 'lalup• was levied along with a tax-cum

rent on produce. The 18bour tax seemed to have dominated 

the prevailing tax-regime in Ma.nipur. Another distinctive 

feature found in Ma.nipur during the period was that the 

gradual t:ransfcrmation of primitive farms of rent into 

capitalist ground rent appears to have been quickened by 

the British administration to serve their interests of 
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collecting land revenue. After independence land reforms 

measures were adopted in 1960 and extended to hill areas by 

1967. Although there has been no acute land concentration 

in few hands as in other parts of India. the land reforms 

legislation was needed in the interests of the tillers of 

the soil. However. the land reforms so legislated were not 

iMplemented in letter and spirit. A cadastral survey of 
• 

land in Manipur, which is a necessary precondition fer 

effective implementation of land reforms. has yet to be , 

completed. 

One of the most remarkcble features of land holding 

structure in Manipur has been the predominance Of marginal 

and small holdings in both ownership·and operational hold

ings structures and also the virtual absence of holdings, 

which would be called large by the standards of other 

reg ions of India. Another important feature is that there 

has been a remarkable stability of the number of households. 

as well as of area in the marginal and small size cl~ses. 

A drastic reduction in the landowning households leasing 

out land and corresponding area leased out has been recor-

ded over the period between 1970-71 and 1981-82. These 

observations suggest that the land owners belonging to the 

lower size categc::cy sold out their land and sought employ

ment in other sectors. This view has been supported by 

the shift of a 1 arge number of workers fran the sgr icul tur al 
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sector, together with the corresponding gains in the secon

dary and tertiary sectors, observed in occupational struc

ture data fcc 1971 and 1981. · 

Another feature of Manipur•s land holding structure 

is that the degree of ineqo.al ity in the land distribution 

as given by the Gini Co-efficient is low·, The distinct! ve 

feature .is that the inequality in the distribution of 

operational holdings is found to be l0t1er than that of 

ownership holdings. This implies that tenancy improves 

1 and distribution in Manipur. Manipur is, therefore, one 

of these areas of India where •subsistence tenancy• rather 

than •conmerclal tenancy• dominates. 

In view of the predominance of marginal and small 

holdings in the land holdi1'9 structure in Manipur, it was 

.concluded that the long term policy strategy for economic 

development depends on the opening up of alternative 

occupations in the non-agricultural sectors. But in the 

short and intermediate run, the standard of living of 

people can be improved by increa:sing agricultural produc

tivi ty through the use of modern agricultural inputs and 

better farming methods. 

It was found that the time profile of foodgr ains 

prOduction over the period 19'70-71 to 1981-82, did not 

exhibit any systematic pattern (see Chapter IV). There 

have been fluctuations over the· years in foodgr ains 
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production characterised by the formation of plateaus 

signifying phases of stagnation. The growth rates calcu-

1 ~ted over these periods shewed that there has been a 

general deceleration of growth in foodgrains production 

over the years. The growth rate of foodgrains for the 

entire period, however, was positive. The increases in 

f.odgrains production over the years was found to be 

mainly due to the improvement in yields rather than .to 

area expansion. This was the case both for the state as 

a whole and fcc most districts• taken separately. 

In chapter V, 1 t was found that the area under irrig a

tion continued to be stagnant in spite of the substantial 

irrigation potential in Manipur. The net irrigated area 

as well as the gross irrigated are a, (as given by I nd 1 an 

Agricul tur a1 Statts tics) showed stability. However, since 

the fourth five year plan, a number of major, medium and 

minor irrigation projects have been taken up. It is 

expected that on completion of these projects, there would 

be a substantial improvement in irrigation. However, the 

existing irrigation infrastructure is p()Q[". Canal irr iga

tion is the only major source of irrigation. The other 

sources, viz. tube well, purnpset, tank etc. are virtually 

non-existent. Water supply for irrigation remains to a 

high degree dependent on the vagaries of rainfall. 

The HYV seeds in Manipur has been eteadily expanding 

over the ye.-s. The total area under HYV seeds which was 
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only 4.6 per cent of the GCA in 1 gJQ-71 has increased to 

50 per cent of the GCA by 1984-85. This trend is a very 

encouraging sign fa: the development of rabi crops in 

Manipur which had traditionally not been sown. It was 

also found that the per hectare consumption of fertilizer 

(although quite low by the standard of agriculturally 

dl!veloped states of India) has been increasing over the 
• 

years. 

The value of agricultural implements and machinery· 

used in Manipur over the period between 1971 and 1981 

recorded a tremendous increase. The concentration of 

these assets has been reported in the upper asset holding 

brackets • However, the degree of concentration has decl ined 

during the period. The itemwise analysis of the farm 

implements and machinery reveals the traditional nature 

of these implements and the machinery used. Modern farm 

implements and machinery such as pumpeets, oi 1 engines, 

tractors, and so on, are not widely used. Nevertheless 

there has been an overall increase in the use of all agri

cultural inputs except irrigation in Manipur. 

It has already been noted that the changes in the 

yields accounts for most of the changes in the foodgr ains 

prOduction in Manipur. In spite of the increase in agri

cultural inputs us•d in Manipur (other than irrigation), 

it was found that the changes in yield have been mostly 
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accounted for by the adoption of HYV seeds. The expansiOn 

of area under HYV seeds was foun1 to be only significant 

factor contributing to the growth in, yields of foodgr ai.ns 

in Manipur. 

Lastly, this study has revealed the existence of gross 

inconsistencies amongst the various data sources for the 

s-.e vcsriables in the case of Manipur. This constitutes 

limitation of this study along w1 th the constraints imposed 

by the scantiness of secondary data. In Chapter III, the 

gross inconsistency between NSS and Agricul tur a1 Census 

data was discussed in relation to the distribution of 

operational holdings. Similarly in the case of data on 

GIA and NIA, there exist irreconcilable d1 fferences crnong 

the three sources namely, Indian Agricultural Statistics, 

All India Report on Agricultural census and NSS. This 

provides strong qroun:is for skepticism about the reliabi

lity of these data sources in the case of Manipur. 
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Appendix . . 
The study of agriculture in Manipur is not complete 

without discussing the aspects of 'shifting cultivation'. 

'Shifting cul.tivaticn' locally known as 'Jhum' is practiced 

in Manipur hills (and also other parts of India especially 

in Nor th-E astern Indian States). This type of cultivation 

seems to ~ave originated around 7000 B.c. through the urge 

of small human societies to supplement their hunting and 

food-gathering in the forest by the then newly discovered 

technique of raising food crops by planting. 1 It then 

represented a new revolutionary and effici l?llt technolo;;y -

the use of fire to clear the land of trees and under-growth, 

to let in the sun, and enrich the .acidic soil with alkaline 

ash for its cultivation. 2 When the rainy season started 

and heavy rainfall proceeds, the patches of land thus cleared 

were sown normally with maize or hill millets or various 

types of vegetables. Initially the yield of crops on this 

1 and was high. 

After the harvest, land where 'Jhuming' is pt"acticed 

is no longer cultivated but left tree and the next cultivation 

1. 

2. 

I.K. Barathekur I AdVisor (State Plans) I .A strategy 
to reduce and control Jhum cultivation • (ndmeo.), 
Planning camtission, Govt. of India, S!pt. 1986. 

Ibid. -
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is dohe on other patches of land on the slopes of the hill. 

In ancient times while the man-land ratio was low, the 

shifting cultivation cycle was sufficiently long and yielded 

rich harvests. In recent years, however, as a result of 

population pressure on land, the hills are not able to 

recoup and regenerate. The ultimate and well known effect 

of this reduction in the 'jhum cycle' is a rapid decline 

in soil fertility which leads to a further reduction in 

the • j hum cycle', leaching, erosion and loss of fertility 

and subsequent deere asi ng pr oduc tivi ty of • j hum • 1 and. In 

short, the overall effect is pauperisation of 'jhwn' culti-

vators and environmental disaster. 

As stated before, 'shifting cultivation • is widely 

practiced in Manipur hi.ils while settled cultivation is 

practiced in the valley areas. Since the hill at'eas occupy 

about two-thirds of Manipur•s total geographical area and 

the remaining one-third is velley area3, the place of 

• shifting cul tiv at ion • in Manipur agriculture in terms 

of area· should not be- underestimated. HOiever, the 

3. Here, the 'valley area• means not only the three 
valley districts of Manipur but also patches of 
plain in the hill districts where well-settled cul
tivation is practiced. However, the limitation 
here is that no firm data ~ e not available. The 
present assertion is based on ~eoqraphy of Manipur•, 
National Book Trust, India, New Delh_i by Ravindr a 
pratap Singh, 1982. ·- · 
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estimation here is that no firm data on 'shifting cul t1 va-

tion' are available. However, some empirical survey wcrk 

was done on 'Jhum' cultivation by NSS 31st round, 1976-774 , 

in Manipur hill districts. According to this survey, the 

aver age duration of the 'Jhum' cycle in Manipur is 5.6 

years and the aver age area of land under 'Jhum' cul t1 vation 

is o. 99 hectare. The list of major crops raised in 'Jhum' 

plots in Manipur includes paddy, maize and chillies. 

The remedy for 'shifting cultivation' in these areas 

is multi-dimensional~ The changes required are not only 

economic but also sociolcgical, scientific, education and 

administrative in nature. Sane suggestions for an alter-

native to 'shifting cultivation• have been made by indivi

duals and governmental research· instf. tutions. They are 

short term as well ·as long term in nature. Since the 

people engaged in this type of cultivation cannot be shifted 

very quickly, the immediate task is to improve living 

standards of people dependent on 'Jhum' cultivation. In 

the short run, it is necessary to-enhance the productivity 

of existing 'Jhum' field with a view to lengthening the 

'Jhum cycle'~ This can be done through the application 

of modern inputs and the gradual introduction of new farming 

techniques including terracing of hill sides, bunding and 

4. NSS 31st round, l<r/6-77, Report No. 215. 
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small scale water storage and erosion preventive works. 

The long term remedy appears to lie in educating the people 

about the destructive effects of 'Jhuming •, changes in 

the present system of •community ownership' of land 

which involves short term allotment of land to individual 

households by the village chie~, the creation of alter-

native occupations in horticulture, sui table small scale 

industry and dairying, the plantation of cash crops like 

tea, cOfffee etc. and the development of infrastructure 

including roads, communication and power which constitute 

the backbone of any modern economy. 

s. The present form of land tenure practiced under 
the system of allotment of households by the village 
chief is a transitional form which suffers from most 
of the drawbacks of short term tenancy without 
having the advantages of genuine ccmnunity ownership. 
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--y;~-To-tarPopu- Percentd9ePercap1 ta 
lation in growth availability 
• 000 of agr i cul tu

ral land (in 

----------------- ·--------- • -- • .D~.sj:.&J __ 
1901 284 0.6 2 

1911 346 21.7 0.51 
• 

1921 384 10. 9 0.46 

1931 446 16.0 o. 39 

1941 512 14.9 o. 34 

1951 578 12.8 0.30 

1961 780 35.0 o. 22 

1971 107 3 37 .s o. 16 

1981 14 20 32.3 0.09* 

------------ --------- ----
* Estimated 

Source: . Statistical 
Handbook of Manipur, 1980. 
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Append 1x Tal.le 2.: croEEing Pattern in ManiEur 

(area in •ooo hec:t.) 
--Year/crop 1980-81 1981-82 1982;83 1983-84 1984-85 198!i-86 1986-87 --- --1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1. cereals* 198.46 173.89 16 3. 77 165. 30 17 2. 85 170. 34 17 2.66 
(8 3. 75) (84. oe> (78. 30) (82.68) (82.68) (82.46) (8 2. 8€) 

2. Pulses 3. 33 3.~ 1.80 2.5 2 2.50 2. 36 0.51 
(1.41) ( 1. 91) (O. 86) (1. 35) ( 1. 20) (1. 14) (O. 25) 

.. 

3. Oilseeds 8.80 1. !l) 4.13 3.51 5. 95 4. 38 2.4 3 
(3.71) (O. 95) (1. g]) ( 1. 75) ( 2. 85) (2. 12) (1. 17) 

4. Sugarcane o. 34 0.46 1.6 9 0.54 o. 51 o. 70 2.55 
(0. 14) (0. 22) (0. 81) (0. Z7) (O. 24) (0. 34) (1. 22) 

5. cotton 3.13 0.59 1. 97 0.54 0.07 0.10 0.07 
(0. 05) (0. 29) (0. 94) (O. Z7) (0. 0 3) (0. OS) (O. 03) 

6. Other Misc. Crops 25.92 25.$ 3s.8o Z7 .6 3 26.6 9 
' 

28.6 9 
,. 

30.10 
(10.94) (12.55) (17.12) (13. 77) (12. 80) (13.89) (14.45) 

--~--------~---~---~------~---------~-~-~-~------------~-----~--~---~---------------
NOte: 

.. .. -
Figures in brackets denote the percentage at:ea under the crop 
to total cropped area of the respect! ve years. 

* cereals: Rice accounts almost all the area under cereals. 
Far details, refer tables given in area &c production 
of principal crops in India. series. Director ate of 
Economic & Statistics, Ministry of Agriculture, 
Govt. of India, New Del hi. 

source: Pre-budget Econanic Review of Manipur, 1987-88. 
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Appendix TaJ.Ie ~: croEEinsz Pattern in Mani,Eur 

(area in •ooo hect.) 
--y.e~jcrop 1980-Sf 1981-82 1982-83 1983-84 1984-8~ 1985-86 1 §86-8.., --- ·- 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 I-

1 •. Cereals* 198.46 17 3. 89 16 3. 77 165. 30 17 2.85 170. 34 17 2.66 
(8 3. 75) (84. oe> (7 a. 30) (82.68) (82.68) (82.46) (82. 88) 

2. Pulses 3. 33 3. ~ 1.80 2.5 2 2.50 2. 36 0.51 
(1.41) ( 1. 91) (O. 86) (1.46) (1. 20) (1. 14) (0. 25) 

3. Oil seeds 8.eo 1.$ 4.13 3.51 5. 95 4. 38 2.4 3 
(3.71) (O. 95) (1.97) ( 1. 75) ( 2. 85) (2. 12) (1. 17) 

4. Sugarcane o. 34 0.46 1.6 9 0.54 0.51 o. 70 2.55 
(0. 14) (0. 22) (0. 81) (O. 'Z1) (O. 24) (0. 34) ( 1. 22) 

5. Cotton 3. 13 0.59 1. 97 0.54 0.07 0.10 0.07 
(0. OS) (0. 29) (0. 94) (O. 27) (0. 0 3) (0. OS) (O. 03) 

6. Other Misc. 
.. 

27.6 3 26.6 9 28.6 9 
r 

30.10 Crops 25.92 25.$ 35.80 
(10. 94) (12.55) (17.12) (13. 77) < 12. eo> (13.89) (14.45) 

---------------~-----------------~~-~------------------~----------------------------
NOte: 

. ' ' 

Figures in brackets denote the percentage area under the crop 
to total cropped area of the respect! ve years. 

* Cereals: Rice accounts almost all the area under cereals. 
FOr details, refer tables given in area & production 
of principal crops in India. series. Directorate of 
Economic & Statistics, Minis try of Agriculture, 
Govt. of India, New Del hi. 

source: Pre-budget Econanic Review of Manipur, 1987-88. 



-------- ------ -----
Year (in thousand hect.) 

NSA GSA 

----- __ _..._ ..... 

1970-71 17 8.50 186.80 

1971-7 2 178.50 186.00 

197 2-:/3 140.00 171. 17 

197 3-74 140.00 195.00 

1974-75 140.00 210.00 

1975-76 140.00 209. 30 

1976-77 140.00 205.80 

1977-78 140.00 213.00 

1978-79 140.00 228.00 

197 9-80 140.00 230.00 

1980-81 140.00 235.00 

1981-82 140.00 240.00 

1982-83 140.00 188.00 

1983-84 140.00 184.00 

1984-85 140.00 186.00 

Source: Indian Agricultural Statistics,. various 
~ssues, NSA and GSA • 



Districts 

Manipur central 

Manipur &orth 

Manipur west 

Manipur south 

Manipur East 

Tengnoupal 

Appendix T.-ale 4: Are a. Production and Yield in the 
ol Miri-'lj)ur (1978-7 9 &J984-8S)" 

district§ 

---Rice M§.ize _ 
Pr"Ciluction Yield -- Production Yield Areg_ .Are.s.... 

'78-7 9 • 84-85 "i"f8: 7 9 • 84-85 '78-7.2.....:.84-85 ' '78-7 9 • 64-85 • 7 8-7 9 • 64-'85 • 7 8-7 9 • 84-8'5 

115.5 3 106.09 188.07 228.56 1657 2154 0.01 0.74 0.02 1.44 

10.79 22.94 11.36 37.56 1053 16 37 1. 28 1. 7 9 2.09 4. 38 

s. 96 9.14 6.82 12.05 1144 1318 

14.46 9. 26 20. o6· 9. 7 3 1378 1051 1. 23 1. 12 2. 39 1.6 2 

10.4 2 12.82 22.5 3 34.16 2162 2665 o.so 1.60 1.01 4.60 

4.40 7 .1.6 6. 37 10.92 1448 15 26 o. 38 0.19 0.75 o. 15 

Note& For calculation 3 years moving average for the relevant variables 
are not taken because of the 1 ack of data. Manipur Central 
district comprises of Thoubal, Imphal and Bisteupur district. 

Area - Thousand hectares 
Yield - kl)./hect. 
Production - Thousand tormes. 

source: various issues, statistical Handbook of Manipur. 

- -
2000 1946 

1633 2447. 

-
194 3 1446 

2020 2875 

19'74 789 



size class -% of Gross area % oE estimated num-
of oper a ti onal irrigated 'by size 'ber of holdings 
Koldings ~ ~ cl~ss. 

i 976-:]7. 1910-7.L. 1'976-77 (in hect.) 1 ?'l0-71 

Less than o.s 3.56 1. 75 6. 38 12.67 

0.5 - 1.0 18. 19 1.5. 45 25. 23 30. 14 

1.0 - 2.0 48.87 58.60 55.60 4 3.66 ~ 

ew. 
2.0 - 4.'o 23.78 21.57 11.82 11.83 .. 
4.0 - 10.0 5. 35 2.6 2 o. 9Q 1.6 9 

10.0 " above 

All classes 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

---
source: For 1970-71 - NSS 26th Round 

on 265/1; 
For 1976-77 - NSS 3tst Round. 
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Appendix Table 6: Distribution of Total value of specified 
1 terns of pl;'oduc_tive assets b_y Household: 
assets holding gx:oupg, 197 1 

Bouse hold 
ASset holdings 
<Rs.) 

Up to soo 
500 - 1, 000 

t, 000 - 2, soo 
2, 500 - 5, 0('0 

5,000- 10,000 

Land vacant 
house
holds 

o.ose 

(in 
Buildi
ngs 

300. 93 

• 000 ru~es) 
Live:. - I111ple- r:ro:--or 
stock men ts & house-

• machi- holds 
nery (in 

• 
21.89 10.89 

579.09 8.56 1673.22 213.26 98.27 

4 

6 

31 

34 

36 

15818.75 168.33 16466.56 4704.06 1566.38 

4 4 6 98. 9 2 3 35 • 4 0 4 1204 • 2 3 . 107 4 1. 3 9 37 7 1. 0 2 

130291.3 690.83 68563.0 18997.29 6355.91 

10,000- 15,(\00 114806.27 9.23.88 47417.76 10531.62 3223.23 16 

15,000- 20,000 78254.57 733.11 34:358.8 7072.18 2257.41 8 

20,000- 30,000 99588.84 314.58 28966.74 4960.32 2650.74 6 

30,000- 50,000 74990.97 247.46 21743.37 3194.85 3824.44 3 

50,000- 100,000 43364.02 19.38 13475.71 1378.24 6343.16 1 

100,000 & above 

All sizes 6 0 2 3 93 • 5 3 34 4 1. 5 9 27 4 17 0 • 3 2 6 1815 • 1 3P101.45 145 

source: RBI, •All-India -Debt and Investment survey, 
19'71-7 2 - ASset of Rural Households", Bcmb ay, 
1976, Table 3. 



. • ASset 
Groups (in 
•ooo ss.l 
Less than 1 

1 5 

5 - 10 

10 - 20 

20 - so 

so - 100 

100 - 500 

500 & above 

All sizes 

Appendix !able 7 : !2-!~J:.!:j.bution of .. Tot,S1 Value of S~cified 
i te~ of Produc_!i ve_ assets b:t Hou~e t-olds 
.§Sset holgin9 _group~ 19f}l 

- auiidliigs i.Ivesto-
iiiJ_.l:b.2.11~.9-.!?9 r u~es L._ 

Number Of Land k}ri. Non- farm· Trans part -
Households CK MachiQ.ery business equipment 
(in •ooo) 

~-----
_ eguimen t:_ __ 

30 21474. 9 21285 19097 2599 324.87 6 95.6 1 

-n 6 9321.6 47534.2 30 279.4 3081 5 35.5 3585.6 

41 235134. 1 139810 77 256 8322.6 136 3. 2 9074.0 

69 119'7441 519080.4 137765 15723.5 14156. 1 3.f148 

19 7 98551 ~0186 7 2400 5557.8 777 2.4 20989.8 

3 25515 3 7 2480 1044 2 614. 1 500.4 4 60 3. 2 

189 2577075.6 1060 375.6 347 238.4 35898 2465 2.47 7)5%.21 

source: Derived fron data in "A note on Assets and Liabilities 
of Rural and Urban Households {States and All India): 
National Sample Surveys 37th Round (January-December 
1982), Fart I and II ... 

~ 
~ -.... 



Appendix TaLle 8 1 E]lectricig Su_Epl_y: in.t1ani:eur 
( 1970-71- 1984-~5) 

Item Installed Electri- Public Total co-
Year Capacity city gene- Irrigation Water work nsumed in 

(K. w.) rated (in & Agricul- & sewage lakh KWh 
1 S!kh ~.-ihl ' 6- ture J2UmQing {4 :tS ••• 9J 

1 2 ~ 4 7 . 8 9 10 

19'70-71 6,510 89.88 54.6 2 1. 14 15.82 2.48 o. 23 64.29 

1971-7 2 6, 510 110.00 6 3.83 1. 10 11.80 0.83 0. 12 77.68 

1972-73 7,600 128.8 3 74.6 3 o.so 12.SO 1S. 70 0.03 89. 23 

197 3-74 7, 340 125.00 89.30 14.50 1. co 1. 30 106. 90 

1974-75 7, 340 147.00 95.10 16.50 4.10 1.50 178. 20 

1975-76 9, 390 148. so 89.50 15. so 4.So 1.50 111. co 

1976-77 10, 330 17 2. 20 76 .. 80 17.50 4.SO 2. so 101. 30 

1977-78 10, 410 165. 10 47.71 1.40 8.19 1. 7 2 o. 37 59. 39 

1978-79 14,837 206. 15 47.68 s. 7 3 6. c.n o. 7 2 0. 24 61. 34 

1979-80 19, 37 2 311.40 88.92 7.07 10. 35 4.5 3 10. 35 0.60 121. e 2 

1980-81 20,77 9 25 3. 85 79.50 6.32 9. 26 4.0 3 9. ~ 0.54 108. 91 

1981-82 22,6 30 182. 38 89.26 3.6S 10. 12 2. 99 27 .co 27.00 133.02 

1982-83 22,787 119.5 3 132. 3S 5.4 2 14.99 4.44 2S.64 14.40 197 .. 24 

1983-84 22,770 96.12 129. 16 s. 20 14.46 4.4 3 2S. 24 14. 27 192.76 

1984-85 24,270 6 3. 77 266. 97 9. Tl 36 .&"2 S.39 32.11 8.4S 3S8. 7 3 ..... ... II Crt_.. 

source a Economic Review 1984-SS, Append! X S,. 1~ p.13. 
Director ate of Economics & statistics, 
Govt. of Manipur, Imp hal. 

p....r. 

~ 
..... ] 
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crop--State Altitude NameC>Ttfie Yield Duration Remarks 
--------~a~b~o~~~---v~ar~.ietie~-~ Q/ha Jd~y~---

Rice Manipur Low (less 00 92 50 
than 800m) 
and Medium ffi 210-100 9 50 
(800- 1300m) 
altitude Prasad 40 

Maize Manipur 800 m 

Punsi 

RX T 42 

P33-C- 33 

K 336-a 

Ganga 5 

45 

47 

46 

46 

Kisan 25 

Safaida 25 

800 to 1300m NLD crop 44 

1300- 2000m 

Ganga 9 40 

crop A-53-54 44 

Ganga 5 37 

NLD crOp 

115 

150 

145 

145 

120 

130 

130 

100 

100 

100-110 

150-170 

-do-

-do-

-do-

150-160 

Ganga 9 39 .;..do-

v L 4 3 44 -do-

Local Yellow 36 -do-

Tr ansplan
ted for 
main 
'Kharif' 

--------------------------------·-----------
source: Technological Bulletin of ICAR Research 

Complex for NEH Region .during the decade 
(1975-1984), vol.l, crop. Science. 
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